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Preface 
 

In their seminal paper, Walter W. Powell and Kaisa Snellman state that 
„the key component of a knowledge economy is a greater reliance on intellectu-
al capabilities than on physical inputs or natural resources” [4]. This observation 
is of central interest to scientists and practitioners of both management and in-
formation technology. Management has to move its focus and change its ways. 
Information technology has to provide tools and methods adequate  
to new information processing challenges. 
 

This monograph spans across various topics, covering recent developments 
in IT and management that address the emergent problems  
of knowledge economy. It starts with a high note, presenting breakthrough re-
sults obtained by Tomasz Zdziebko and Piotr Sulikowski in the area of custom-
er shopping preference identification based on indicators derived from implicit 
feedback. This is a model example how IT can support progress  
in management by establishing new sources of data and providing methods 
to handle it. 

 
Roger Bivand in his early paper on Open Source software called  

it “a challenge to all organisations […] that are at the heart of the emerging 
knowledge economy” [2]. Cezary Orłowski, Bartosz Chrabski and Kamil 
Dowgielewicz contribute to solution of this challenge with their concept  
of an inference engine of a reference model for the development and selection 
of Open Source tools, described in chapter two. 
 

The third chapter, by Tomasz Klasa, takes on another important aspect  
of a knowledge economy, that is the security of its crucial resource: infor-
mation. He proposes a new method, capable of providing an answer to a ques-
tion whether specific organization’s information system as a whole is secure  
or not, with the focus on virtual organizations. 

 
 In the following chapter, Krzysztof Bartczak brings forth another inter-
esting notion – of business process management effectiveness, discussing relat-
ed issues and expected benefits.  
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A famous catchphrase, popularized in Poland by Zdzisław Szyjewski [7], 
says “you can't manage what you can't measure”.  Already in 1978 Shahid L. 
Ansari and Diana Flamholtz identified the purpose of Human Resources  
Accounting as to “provide concepts and measurements to facilitate the effective 
and efficient management of human resources” [1]. In chapter five, Arkan 
Thomas Klozy builds a new level of abstraction upon it, by proposing a model 
for measurement of Human Resources Accounting itself. 
 

The increasing economic importance of knowledge redefines the links 
among education, work and learning [5]. The following two chapters are devot-
ed to solutions addressing this situation. In chapter six, Aneta Poniszewska-
Marańda and Marta Chruściel describe the concept of Internet treasure hunt  
as a new approach in learning digital skills by seniors, which is very consistent 
with the notion that knowledge economy made education a lifelong process 
more than it had ever been before [3]. In chapter seven, Jan Zych focuses  
on the power of contemporary IT systems in simulating real-world environ-
ments, by providing an example of a computer war game: the GAMBLER and 
describing a number of crucial structural elements of that system. 

 
The GAMBLER is a good example of a serious game. As much as serious 

games can be useful for training, a much more convenient vehicle for building 
intrinsic motivation among employees is gamification, which uses selected 
game design elements in non-game contexts [6]. The final chapter, by Kinga 
Gruszecka, gives vivid insights on how a boring job can be turned into exciting 
fun. 
  

Jakub Swacha 
Karolina Muszyńska 
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Chapter 1 

Customer shopping preference identification with 
classification trees 

1.1. Introduction 

Dynamic development of recommender systems in e-commerce is con-
nected with the need to sell more on the one hand and the need to buy the right 
product fast, on the other hand. The role of the systems is to provide customers 
with product or service recommendations. It is well known that best recommen-
dations are those suited to individual customer needs. In order to deliver appro-
priate recommendations prior identification and observation of customers is 
necessary as well as further modelling of their behaviors. 

According to R. B. Allen a model of a user is a description of them, cre-
ated or selected by a system to ease interactions between the system and the 
user [1, 511-543]. M. Próchnicka defines user modeling as a process leading to 
building an “image” of a user [14]. A digital representation of a user model is a 
user profile, which reflects their preferences [12]. User modeling utilizes rele-
vance feedback techniques, which can be performed in a direct or an indirect 
manner (explicit and implicit feedback). 

Direct preferences observation consists in enquiring users about them. 
According to J. Nielsen, it is the users who usually know better about their own 
preferences, needs and goals [13]. Explicit feedback on preferences can be ob-
tained e.g. via quick product satisfaction surveys or by collecting textual com-
ments on products. In most cases, however, interrogating the users about their 
preferences is either impossible or undesirable. For example in online sites users 
would prefer to achieve their ultimate goals as soon as possible and may not be 
interested in an additional communication burden. According to some research, 
asking users about the preferences interferes with the realization of tasks or 
even irritates [10, 168-175]. The users are unwilling to take extra actions if they 
(in their view) do not bring them extra benefits [7, 35-92]. It often leads to res-
ignation from expressing opinions on browsed products [2, 40-88].  
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Thus, direct user preference collection in practice does not bring satisfac-
tory results and implicit feedback techniques are often used instead. It means 
secret observation of user interactions with the system, such as a website. Data 
gathered during such observation are used in the inference process and the un-
derlying interests and preferences may be discovered. Although usually less 
precise [16, 55-60], the implicit techniques are devoid of grave disadvantages of 
the explicit techniques since preference discovery takes place in a transparent 
way, invisible to the user, who is not being distracted  or requested to perform 
extra tasks.  

Data registered during observations may be used to establish various in-
dices describing multiple aspects of interactions with a website. There is a cer-
tain set of indices which may be used to infer about user interest in a product or 
service. However, researchers differ in terms of particular meaning assigned to 
a behavior. For instance, some authors claim that total distance  of horizontal 
scroll of page content is positively correlated with the level of user interest, 
while other authors do not confirm that. The differences may result from the 
fact that the analyzed phenomenon is a complex one and there may well not be 
one best modelling approach. There research in the field is scarce, which is 
confirmed by D. Kelly [11, 169-186], J. Goecksa and J. Shavlik [6] as well as 
G. Velayathan and S. Yamada [15]. 

Obtaining real-life data on user behavior constitutes a great challenge 
since they are guarded by e-commerce companies as a crucial marketing asset. 
There are some works [3] where authors monitored real user behaviors during 
visits to various website, not necessarily e-commerce ones. They showed mod-
elling approaches based on correlation analysis or classification trees. They do 
not take into account, however, the specificity of e-commerce websites. 

Recommender systems, like other data mining related systems, may use a 
number of modelling methods, such as KNN, genetic algorithms, decision trees, 
association rules, grouping, regression, Bayes networks, neural networks, rough 
sets etc. Since there is no single best one of them, in each modelling scenario 
the choice of method should take into account the details of the analyzed prob-
lem. For a classification problem, considered in this paper, the goal of classifi-
cation, the data structure and the characteristics utilized were considered [8, 
523-541]. 
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1.2. Scientific study procedure 

In order to gather a rich set of data concerning behavior of e-customers 
we have built ECPM – E-commerce Customer Preference Monitor – an exten-
sion for Firefox browser. This technology was chosen due to its popularity and 
numerous possibilities. ECPM allows monitoring of various user interactions 
with a website by utilizing DOM (Document Object Models) events model. 
Participants willing to take part in our study only had to install the ECPM ex-
tension. 

ECPM was instrumented to actively monitor user’s activity on product 
pages for five major Polish online stores: Merlin.pl, Agito.pl, Electro.pl, 
Empik.com and Morele.net. After a few simple modifications ECPM may be 
used to monitor behaviors on any website. 

ECPM unobtrusively monitors interactions only with selected online 
stores. In case of privacy concerns, participants could disable the extension or 
check the dataset collected during the study. ECPM collects data on visited 
product pages and user interactions with them. Our extension registers numer-
ous parameters describing physical attributes of the page and the interactions.  

Additionally, in order to measure user interest in viewed products, every 
time a user leaves a product page, an interest evaluation pop-up window con-
taining two questions is displayed. The first one asks how much a certain prod-
uct is of interest to the user. It allows the user to express their explicit interest in 
the product on a five-point scale. The second question checks if the user has 
been familiar with the product before the study (on a Boolean scale). After fill-
ing the form the answers are stored so that if the user revisits the product page, 
the form displayed upon leaving will already contain previously selected an-
swers. 

Apart from non-relative indices, derived directly from user behaviors, 
several relative indices taking into account inherent webpage characteristics 
were also constructed. A complete list of all indices and parameters of visited 
product pages is presented in Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1. Parameters registered by ECPM 

Parameter Description 
Mark Product interest assessment 
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Familiar Familiarity with the product 
Parameters describing product page attributes 
document_length Number of characters within all texts on the page 
desc_length Number of characters within product description  
review_length Number of characters within product reviews 

recommend_length Number of characters within other recommended 
products section 

image_number Number of product images 
page_height Page height in pixels 
Parameters describing user interactions times (in ms) 
page_time Time between page load and page unload 
tab_activ_time Time while tab containing particular page is active 

user_activ_time Time while user is actively interacting with page 
(generating keyboard or mouse events) 

prod_desc_time Time while mouse pointer is positioned over prod-
uct description 

prod_recommend_time Time while mouse pointer is positioned over other 
recommended products section 

prod_review_time Time while mouse pointer is positioned over prod-
uct reviews 

prod_image_time Time while mouse pointer is positioned over prod-
uct images 

prod_other_time Time while mouse pointer is positioned in other 
sections of the webpage 

Parameters describing user behavior 

mouse_distance Total distance (in pixels) of mouse pointer move-
ment 

horizontal_scroll Total distance (in pixels) of horizontal scroll of 
page content 

vertical_scroll Total distance (in pixels) of vertical scroll of page 
content 

mouse_clicks Total number of mouse clicks regardless which 
mouse key is pressed 

lb_mouse_clicks Total number of left mouse button clicks 
rb_mouse_clicks Total number of right mouse button clicks 
mb_mouse_clicks Total number of middle mouse button clicks 

copycut_action Total number of copy/cut actions performed via 
keyboard shortcut 

select_action Total number of page content selection actions 
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select_text_size Total number of selected characters 
keydown_single Total number of key single pressing events 
keydown_repeatable Total number of key repeatable pressing events 

find_action Total number of find actions performed via key-
board shortcut 

print_action Total number of print actions performed via key-
board shortcut 

bookmark_action Total number of bookmarking actions performed 
via keyboard shortcut 

save_action Total number of save actions performed via key-
board shortcut 

resize_action Total number of page resizing actions performed 
via keyboard shortcut 

search_referral Boolean value indicating whether search result page 
was source of visit on product page 

Relative parameters describing user behavior 
rel_page_time page_time / document_length 
rel_user_activ_time user_active_time / document_length 
rel_tab_active_time tab_active_time / document_length 
rel_prod_desc_time prod_desc_time / description_length 
rel_prod_recommend_time prod_recommend_time / recommendation_length 
rel_prod_review_time prod_review_time / review_length 
rel_prod_image_time prod_image_time / image_number 
rel_mouse_distance mouse_distance / page_height 
rel_vertical_scroll vertical_scroll / page_height 
rel_horizontal_scroll horizontal_scroll / page_width 

1.3. Results 

1.3.1. Statistical analysis  
 
During the study, which lasted 7 months, 85 participants volunteered. 

They rated 1396 products in total. Their interaction with visited product pages 
was monitored as proposed in the previous chapter. Minimal number of prod-
ucts rated by user was 1 and the maximal 116, which shows great disproportion 
between user engagement. The mean number of products rated by one user was 
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16,42. About half of the participants rated fewer than 7 products while upper 
quartile of users rated more than 20 products.   

Due to significant differences in user engagement we have decided to 
build models on two datasets. One set contained data collected for all partici-
pants, whereas the other set included data for most active participants, who had 
rated at least 30 products each. The most active group rated 494 products in 
total. Distribution of product ratings of all participants shows that mainly higher 
marks were provided (Table 1.2). 

Table 1.2. Product ratings distribution 

Rating Number of ratings 
1 130 
2 180 
3 325 
4 346 
5 415 

 
Users rated the highest number of products in merlin.pl store – 454 product 
pages were visited. In Komputronik.pl, Morele.net, Agito.pl and Electro.pl us-
ers rated 267, 238, 218 and 205 products, respectively. Users tended to give 
higher ratings to products known before the study (Figure 1.1). 
 Product interest ratings were additionally transformed from the 5-point nom-
inal scale into the binary scale. Values 1 and 2 were transformed into binary 
value 0 meaning total lack of or very low interest. Values 3, 4 and 5 were trans-
formed into binary value 1 meaning interest in product. This transformation was 
motivated by the type of input commonly required by recommender algorithms. 
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Figure 1.1. Ratings distribution and product familiarity (yes – product known before, no – product 
not known before). 

 
1.3.2. Classification trees construction procedure 
 

In the process of selecting variables for the classification models, we used 
the Kruskal-Wallis test and the analysis of  Kendall rank correlation coeffi-
cients. On the base of this analysis the following variables have been selected 
for decision tree building: desc_length, keydown_single, lb_mouse_clicks, 
mouse_clicks, mouse_distance, page_height, page_time, prod_desc_time, 
prod_other_time, prod_recommend_time, rel_prod_review_time, 
search_refferal, tab_activ_time, user_activ_time, vertical_scroll. 

The classification model of product interest was built with SAS Enter-
prise Miner (SAS EM) software. As the criterion for selecting best models the 
misclassification rate has been chosen. We have applied 10-fold cross validation 
method. As the stop criterion preventing over-fitting of the tree we used the 
minimal leaf size – 20, and maximal branch number – 3. 

 An equal number of cases in each predicted class (rating) were selected 
for the purpose of the tree learning procedure. This type of selection allowed us 
to assess predictive capabilities of the model for each class. From the whole 
dataset where interest was expressed on the nominal scale, we have randomly 
chosen 650 cases, that is 130 cases per class. 
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1.3.3. Classification tree models for all participants 
 
As a result of applying the above procedure for the whole dataset we 

managed to build a tree whose misclassification rate was equal to 59,2%. It 
means that this tree has a better predictive accuracy than a random model with a 
misclassification rate of 80%. The confusion matrix (Table 3) shows that the 
best predictive accuracy is achieved for ratings 5, 2 and 1. Most cases have been 
classified to rating class 2 and 5. Analysis of distance between real and predict-
ed values proves that the tree has a good potential for predicting user interest 
since the nominal mean error rate equaled ±1,22. The most informative varia-
bles turned out to be: vertical_scroll, prod_other_time, page_height, 
mouse_distance, prod_desc_time and tab_active_time. 

Table 1.3. Confusion matrix for the classification tree for all participants (interest on the nominal 
5-point scale) 

 Predicted interest Classification 
Accuracy 1 2 3 4 5 

R
ea

l i
nt

er
es

t 1 54 30 11 11 24 41.5% 
2 21 69 15 14 11 53.1% 
3 16 40 34 14 26 26.2% 
4 18 31 15 38 28 29.2% 
5 7 29 15 9 70 53.8% 

Sum 116 199 90 86 159  
 
Another tree model was built for all participants dataset where interest 

was expressed on the binary scale. Misclassification rate of 31% confirms good 
predictive quality of this model. The resulting tree was characterized by very 
good parameters (Table 1.4): the Area Under the Curve (AUC) of 0.735, the 
sensitivity of 0.742 and the specificity of 0.636. The most significant nodes in 
the resulting tree this time were: vertical_scroll, page_time, user_active_time, 
search_referral and tab_active_time. The last three indicators proposed by us 
also show a direct positive correlation with user interest. 
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Table 1.4. Parameters of the classification tree for all participants (interest on the binary scale). 

False 
negative 

True 
negative False positive True positive Sensitivity Specificity 

80 197 113 230 0.742 0.636 

 

1.3.4. Classification  tree models for most-active participants 
 
We have also built tree models for most-active users dataset only. The 

first tree where interest was described on the nominal scale had the misclassifi-
cation rate of 58.9 %, which is very similar to the equivalent model for all users. 
This model seems most suitable for predicting real interest on the following 
levels: 2, 4, 3, 5. Much worse predictive accuracy was achieved for modelling 
the lack of interest. Nominal mean error rate equals to ±0,91 which means that 
this tree performs better in predicting real interest than the tree built for all par-
ticipants dataset. 

Table 1.5. Confusion matrix for the classification tree for most active participants (interest on the 
nominal 5-point scale). 

 Predicted interest 
Classification Accuracy 

1 2 3 4 5 

R
ea

l i
nt

er
es

t 1 8 19 8 9 4 16.7% 

2 8 35 13 12 4 48.6% 

3 6 30 50 24 10 41.7% 

4 1 17 28 55 17 46.6% 

5 5 9 34 33 55 40.4% 

Sum 28 28 110 133 133  
 
The tree built for most active  participants dataset where interest was ex-

pressed on the binary scale had the misclassification rate of 17.3%, which con-
firms good predictive quality of this model. The resulting tree was characterized 
by very good parameters (Table 1.6): AUC of 0,796, sensitivity of 0,9359 and 
specificity of 0,492. The tree shows very good quality for predicting interest 
better than predicting lack of interest or very low interest. The most significant 
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nodes in the resulting tree this time were: vertical_scroll, page_time, us-
er_active_time, search_referral and tab_active_time. The last three indicators 
proposed by us also show a positive correlation with user interest. 

Table 1.6. Parameters of the classification tree for most active participants (interest on the binary 
scale). 

False 
negative 

True 
negative False positive True positive Sensitivity Specificity 

24 59 61 350 0,9359 0,492 

1.4. Conclusion 

In this paper we have presented results of a customer preference study uti-
lizing implicit feedback technique and classification trees. Model parameters for 
both binary and multivalued logic of the decision variable were presented. The 
most important results of analyzing behaviors of the most active study partici-
pants were pointed out. Further research is planned to develop a more universal 
approach to recommender systems in e-commerce. 
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Chapter 2 

The concept of building the inference engine of a 
reference model for the development and selection 

of Open Source tools 

2.1. Introduction 

The IT service provider’s selection of tools is usually preceded by subjec-
tive evaluations by the project manager and the programmers involved in the 
project. Usually, either the most well-known or the most available tools are 
selected. For this reason, the majority of IT service providers make use of Open 
Source tools. They are not, however, as advanced (in the number of functionali-
ties) as commercial tools. Therefore, IT service provider organizations which 
want to use Open Source implement several different types of these tools to 
fulfill the set of requirements regarding the functionalities [1] [10] expected by 
organizations. Often such actions entail the duplication of tool functionalities 
and problems with their integration [12] [13]. The interest in Open Source tools 
is also a consequence of the licensing costs of commercial tools, the frequent 
problems with the integration of tools with other portfolios and the high costs of 
support.  

The problem of the IT market is its lack of standards for the development 
and integration of Open Source tools [3]. Therefore, the authors undertook the 
task to build a reference model for the development and selection of IT tools. 
They selected a group of tools to assist in obtaining requirements and also sug-
gested the possibility of verifying the developed reference model during the 
processes of obtaining IT project requirements. 

2.2. The concept of a reference model for the development and selec-
tion of IT tools 

The concept developed by the authors focuses on formal support for di-
rections for the development of IT tools used by IT service provider organiza-
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tions (the selection of tools or the expansion of already existing ones). While 
constructing the concept of the inference engine of the reference model, a num-
ber of tool providers were analyzed. The results of reports by the Gartner ana-
lytical and consultancy group as well as Ovum dating from 2008, 2010 and 
2012 were taken into account as they indicated the directions for the develop-
ment of the manufacturing environment to support the software development 
cycle [9]. The results of these analyses indicated the need to take into considera-
tion IBM Rational products for the concept proposed in this work (to construct a 
reference model and support its use with an inference engine). Thus, a decom-
position process of the functionalities of IBM Rational products (supporting the 
processes of obtaining requirements) was conducted for the reference model.  

The decomposition was carried out due to a detailed analysis of these 
tools and through direct communication of the authors with those responsible 
for the products (Product Managers) at IBM. The process of the decomposition 
of the tools for obtaining requirements revealed limitations of the reference 
model being constructed at the initial stage of research. Relying only on the 
functional decomposition of tools, it becomes impossible to assess their impact 
on the organization of the IT service provider. From such a perspective, the 
construction of the reference model makes the functionalities of tools independ-
ent of the established formal process or the agile management of the organiza-
tion. From this perspective, the reference model can be used both for organiza-
tions applying heavy methodologies by choosing a larger scope of functionali-
ties, or for those which lean towards light methodologies (Scrum, EclipseWay) 
[2]. It can therefore be used in any organization regardless of the implemented 
process, only taking into account the expectations of the organization regarding 
the processes of the selection/development of the applied tools. 

In the construction of the reference model, the authors decided to apply 
the concept of architectural perspectives. The use of perspectives allowed for 
easier management (also from the perspective of stakeholders) of the multi-
layer architecture of the reference model. The concept developed by P. 
Kruchten [8] was used for this purpose. Within this concept, five perspectives 
are introduced (called the 4 +1 Architectural View Model), which refer to dif-
ferent views and viewpoints of the developed reference model. Such perspec-
tives were developed as: functional, business processes, the logic of tools, or-
ganization infrastructure and the internal structure of IT tools. The use of per-
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spectives for the construction of a reference model allows for the cooperation 
(in the process of IT tool development) of many stakeholders in the project. It 
also allows the identification of those perspectives/components of perspectives 
which are most important in the development process of a reference model. The 
structure of the reference model proposed in this work is dynamic and allows a 
free choice of perspectives, thanks to which a more or less detailed process of 
tool selection/development can be achieved. 

Figure 2.1. Structure of the reference model for the selection/development of tools in the software 
development cycle. 

For the specification and implementation of the proposed perspectives, 
elements of modeling language notations in UML 2.4 have been applied in the 
reference model in the form of diagrams showing use cases, deployment, pack-
ages and components.  

Having a reference model for the selection/development of tools to sup-
port the software development process, inference and the presentation of certain 
relationships between the elements of the model should be used (in the case of a 
large number of functionalities decomposed into five separate perspectives). It 
appears that the development of inference rules can decide about the suitability 
of the developed model reference. It does not seem probable that, in the case of 
a large number of functionalities, the analyst responsible for the selec-
tion/development of Open Source tools would search through appropriate per-
spectives and associate them with one another.  

The authors developed two examples of direct inference using the devel-
oped reference model of the selection/development of tools. The developed 
inference engine allowed for the verification of the reference model. The current 
version of the inference engine is not a product which could help a company in 
making decisions. In order to apply the inference engine to support decision-
making, it must be equipped with an advanced inference algorithm. To specify 
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the inference algorithm, the input and output elements of the algorithm would 
have to be specified. 

In the case of supporting the selection of Open Source tools, the input da-
ta includes, among other things, elements of the engineering of requirements 
posed in the manufacturing of the product by the person using the inference 
engine, as well as the possibility of integrating the currently used tools, and the 
company's capabilities in terms of resources, experience, etc. Whereas, the out-
put data includes suggested functionalities or tools which fulfill those function-
alities and which best meet the required standard. The process of selecting re-
quirements for the inference engine is one of the stages of the authors’ research. 
The testing of inference algorithms should be based on conclusions drawn from 
carrying out actual projects in large companies. The authors have the opportuni-
ty to test the engine in such an environment. Having experience in software 
development, they want to expand the inference engine, while implementing 
various inference algorithms and testing their applicability in the inference pro-
cess. 

2.3. The tool selection model in the process of software development 

Figure 2.2. shows the concept of the inference engine proposed in this 
paper for the reference model for the selection/development of IT tools. The 
knowledge base module (left side of the figure) includes decomposed function-
alities of both Open Source tools as well as the model tool (in the analyzed case 
of IBM Rational) supporting the process of software development.  

The requirements module contains all the input parameters for the infer-
ence engine: the IT tools used in the IT service provider organization, the ap-
plied organization management methodologies, IT resources, infrastructure and 
functional requirements for software developed by the organization, etc. The 
requirements module has been parameterized (for entering data about any or-
ganization). The authors gathered knowledge about the parameters through sur-
veys used to gather requirements regarding IT service provider organizations. 
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Figure 2.2.Concept of an inference engine on the basis of a reference model of tools.  

The descriptive module is the subject of the current research of the au-
thors of this paper. Each of the input/output parameters has been described in a 
qualitative manner due to the way these parameters are used by the inference 
engine. For the development/modification of the descriptive module in the ana-
lyzed cases, the authors used Java and Business Intelligence and Reporting 
Tools (Birt), as well as direct inference mechanisms. In the examined case, the 
qualitative module did not play a significant role because the relationships be-
tween data in the knowledge base were not taken into account. In their model, 
the authors plan to implement more advanced inference algorithms (fuzzy val-
ues, SI algorithms). They plan to take into account, for example, the degree of 
membership of the functionality of an Open Source tool (x1) with the degree of 
membership of a functionality (y1) of a reference tool. In other words, it must 
be determined whether the degree of membership of functionality x1 is identical 
with the degree of functionality y1 or the extent to which the functionalities 
(based on the analysis of the degree of membership) are identical (1). 

(∀x ∈ X)(∃y ∈ Y)(x ≅ y). (1) 

The descriptive module also contains a query language for the inference 
engine. The authors have adopted the principle of generating a query language 
based on a similar principle which prevails in database environments (SQL 
performs a query on a set of data - the knowledge base, the input/output pa-
rameters). The rule base is created by an expert. 

The aim of the inference engine is to make inference based on the pa-
rameters from the knowledge base, the parameters module and the query lan-
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guage from the rule base. The activity of the inference engine is subjected to a 
qualitative description (transformation) for the data presentation module. The 
concept of the inference engine shown in Figure 1 does not assume that data 
will be submitted to a qualitative description in the inference engine. 

The result of the activity of the inference engine is presented in the form 
of a report (PDF/Word document). This report summarizes the searched for and 
required parameters of IT tools and the proposed selection of the required func-
tionalities. On the basis of this report, an analyst can make decisions on the 
development/selection of IT tools. If the outcome of the inference engine activ-
ity is not satisfactory, the analyst can change parameters or rules in the rule base 
and run the inference process again. 

2.4.  The implementation of an example model 

In order to verify the proposed solution (the application of the inference 
engine to analyze the reference model), the authors used Birt [7] and Java [11] 
to implement the inference rules in the inference engine. 

Birt is an Open Source tool allowing the transfer of data sets (e.g. XML) 
into their graphical representation in the form of a report. In the studied case, 
the authors have created a number of reports (based on separate XML files) 
which allow for obtaining information about the functionalities provided by a 
tool which the organization takes into account and for classifying the tool as one 
which is capable of development. The analysis of examples of the selec-
tion/development of IT tools on the basis of the developed concept of the infer-
ence engine and its implementation based on Birt confirmed the possibility of 
inference based on the reference model. 

Writing a program in Java was another example of implementation. The 
authors created an inference mechanism identical to the one used in Birt. This 
approach was to confirm the possibility of building an inference engine regard-
less of the technology. The program written in Java takes the parameters of the 
IT tools from the reference model and treats them as input parameters for the 
inference engine. Then it returns a result by suggesting functionalities suitable 
for the development of tools existing in the IT service provider’s organization.  
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In the analyzed case, a simple inference engine was created. This approach was 
adopted in order to test whether, in the future, it is possible to build an inference 
engine on the basis of a reference model and advanced inference algorithms. 

2.5.  The development of inference rules 

The proposed inference concept (needed for the construction of the rule 
base of the inference engine) involves an analysis of the relationship between 
the functionalities of Open Source tools and the functionalities derived from the 
decomposition of the reference tools contained in the reference model. On this 
basis, a query to the knowledge base is created and, as a result, a forward infer-
ence process is initiated (to find out whether a relationship between the func-
tionalities exists). Relying on the developed inference process, the inference 
engine provides reports based on one of four sets: 

• functionalities supported by the tool – set 1 
(y ∈ Y). (2) 

• functionalities supported by the client – set 2 

(x ∈ X). (3) 

• functionalities required by the client and supported by the tool – set 3 

X ∩ Y = {x : x ∈ X ∧ x ∈ Y} (4) 

• functionalities required by the client and not supported by the tool – set 4 

x ≠ y → X ∩ Y = ∅. (5) 

Then, the inference engine makes a random classification of the tool ap-
plied in the IT service provider’s organization and puts it into one of three 
groups: 

• A – no possibility to enhance the tool with the functionalities from set 4 
• B – possibility to enhance the tool with only one functionality from set 4 
• C – possibility to enhance the tool with all the functionalities from set 4 

On the basis of forward inference, the authors estimated that the output of 
the inference engine would be correct for a closely specified query (type and 
parameters). It turned out that the outcome of the inference, on the basis of two 
completed sessions with the inference engine, gave only general information 
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about the relationships in the knowledge base (the available functionalities). 
The lack of information on all the tools supporting the software development 
cycle (in the analyzed case of supporting the requirements process) proved to be 
an important factor. Therefore, work aimed at decomposing Open Source tools 
in order to complement the reference model is still to be carried out. Moreover, 
processing problems were encountered in the Birt environment during the crea-
tion of rules. It turned out that the set of functionalities of the Birt environment 
does not provide the possibility of a reference search after new functionalities 
are added to the reference model. 

In view of the above inference limitations (when applying Birt technolo-
gy), the authors are planning to implement artificial intelligence mechanisms in 
the inference engine in order to create a descriptive module for all the inference 
engine parameters. It should also be noted that, in this study, the decomposition 
of the functionalities of the elements in the knowledge base, and on this basis 
the creation of relationships in the knowledge base, relies on expert knowledge. 
This means that a qualitative comparison of the reference functionality with the 
decomposed one is also on the part of the knowledge expert.  

In the carried out research, it was also determined that the descriptive 
module should clearly describe both the performance of requirements and the 
rules of the knowledge base. If the authors use fuzzy logic, for example, it will 
result in a mathematical description of the inference engine parameters (it will 
order the unambiguity). Therefore, ongoing research is focused on implement-
ing inference rules in the form of a query language and treating them as an input 
parameter for the inference engine. In this approach, a query language could be 
generated, for example, by an external expert system. 
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Figure 2.3. Diagram showing the application of a query language as an input parameter for rule 
base of the inference engine. 

2.6.  The verification of the method in a project environment 

The effectiveness of the inference engine was verified by comparing the 
results of its operation with the results of RSA (Rational Software Architect) 
diagrams, the Topic Diagram [5] and the Browse Diagram [6]. Java and reports 
compiled on the basis of Birt were applied in the verification processes. In both 
cases, the functionalities/new tools were selected on the basis of data referring 
to the IT tools of the IT service provider organization. To present the applica-
tion of the reference model, in the case of RSA diagrams, the following reports 
have been developed: 

• Functional comparison 
• Implementation of designated functionalities 
Analyzing the obtained results led to the discovery of convergence on the 

functional and integration levels. The cost of developing tools which may play 
an important role in the selection of functionalities was not analyzed. The au-
thors assumed that from the perspective of the development opportunities and 
the realisation of business needs, they are of secondary importance. 

The proposed method will be tested in the environment of large compa-
nies in the IT industry. At the same time, further work on enlarging the 
knowledge base with other Open Source tools and decompositions of their func-
tionalities will be carried out.  
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2.7.  Conclusion 

This paper presents the concept of using an inference engine for the se-
lection and development of Open Source tools on the basis of a reference model 
for the management of requirements to benefit the IT service provider organiza-
tion. Model applications meeting the requirements and needs of clients were 
presented. The authors decided that IBM tools are exemplary solutions (on the 
basis of reports from consulting firms).  

As part of the study, simple rules of forward inference were implemented 
on the basis of relationships in the created reference model for the develop-
ment/selection of IT tools. The result of the work is the creation of an inference 
engine on the basis of Birt reports mechanisms and an application in Java tech-
nology used for the inference engine. The development of the inference engine 
allowed the suitability of the reference model to be verified. The inference en-
gine has a modular structure so that it can be freely adjusted to the needs of any 
inference method.  

This paper presents the general concept of applying the inference engine 
for the selection and development of tools to support software development 
processes. Relying on examples of the engine’s application, the authors demon-
strated its usefulness in practice and the possibility of its evaluation. 

The analyses carried out by the authors also showed that there is a possi-
bility of using other inference mechanisms in the inference engine. The authors 
believe that this approach will contribute to a more precise determination of the 
direction for the development of Open Source tools, and thus will streamline the 
process of selecting IT systems by IT service provider organizations.  
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Chapter 3 

Global state of information system security  
in virtual organizations 

3.1. Introduction 

 Because even seemingly unimportant local event can have significant 
impact on the whole system, it is important to monitor and analyze security of 
the system as a whole, not of its individual components only. Comparative 
analysis of chosen methods of risk evaluation, applicable in information securi-
ty management, shows CRAMM [11] as the least flexible solution. At the same 
time the biggest range of adjustment to requirements of the organization is pro-
vided by EBIOS [15]. A significant disadvantage of compared solutions is very 
weak support of automation – gathering data relies on auditing and question-
naires, with no standardized communication protocol nor data model. As a con-
sequence, although at least some of compared methods are rather widespread 
and common (especially CRAMM [11] and MEAHRI [24]), none of IT sys-
tems’ components is prepared by default to supply data required by the method. 
In the case of a distributed environment this becomes a significant limitation of 
application for any of them.  

Virtual organization as a term in management appeared in the 1980’s, 
however a few organizations with similar approach to management were present 
in early 1900’s. An example of such an organization is Reuter press agency, 
which took advantage of spreading communication means and built an interna-
tional network of agents providing news almost instantly when they occurred. 
This formed a company with hundreds of employees, most of whom never paid 
a visit in formal headquarters. At the same time, a fundamental part of compa-
ny’s appraisal was based not on machines and buildings, but immaterial assets – 
information passed on to Reuter’s office. There are two levels of virtual organi-
zations. 
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Virtual organization level 1 [2], [8]: 
• has decentralized structure that consists of many distributed units, co-

operating with the help of IT tools, 
• does not exist in a single location, 
• all its units have physical locations with virtual connections, 
• has flat organizational structure – with more independent units and part-

ly independent teams. 

Virtual organization level 2 [2], [8]: 
• has no physical location – exists only formally, usually joining compa-

nies or people to achieve business goals, 
• exists only to reach specific goal, not to keep the organization running - 

reaching the goal may mean closing the organization. 
A key difference between those two types of virtual organizations is that 

level 1 describes a separate being, while unit 2 is an artificial form created to 
join assets and help achieve common goal. Reuter is an example of virtual or-
ganization level 1, while a typical example of level 2 is a consortium created for 
R&D project. 

Other typical characteristics of virtual organizations [8], [16] have influ-
ence on information security too. It is caused by a specific combination of prop-
erties that individually appear in numerous traditional organizations and are 
quite easy to maintain with the help of a standard security management process. 
Unfortunately, when combined, those properties cause additional complexity in 
security management, especially in the case of monitoring.  

Due to described nature of virtual organizations, two basic groups of 
threats countermeasures can be distinguished in virtual organizations [6]: 

• provision of physical, technical and information security,  
• provision of technical and physical protection of communication. 

While first group describes static security, the second one contains ex-
change of information and data between units of the organization. Because vir-
tual organizations rely on distributed structure and immaterial assets like infor-
mation, exchange of messages becomes fundamental from the perspective of 
VO survival. No matter which group a given event belongs to, it becomes im-
portant in security monitoring usually when it does not comply with expected or 
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typical behavior of the system. This means that while monitoring security, it is 
necessary to identify anomalies – moments, when things do not go according to 
the plan.  

3.2. Anomaly detection and reasoning state of security 

 There are numerous ways of anomaly detection. Based on the previous 
research and comparative analysis it is possible to distinguish solutions based 
on [1], [5], [10], [18], [23], [26]: 

• data classification 
• multifactor models  
• statistical analysis 
• formal models 
Solutions based on data classification include neural networks and genet-

ic algorithms [3], Bayes networks, SVN, sets of rules [10]. Because rules can 
describe expected (normal) state or any known scenarios violating secure state, 
they can have a form of: 

• control lists 
• fault trees FTA 
• event trees ETA 
• FMEA 
• security frameworks 
One of the most basic disadvantages of solutions based on FTA, ETA or 

FMEA is difficult modelling of complex anomalies, with multiple reasons or 
dependent to event context. For instance, higher user activity at workday noon 
is nothing extraordinary, but at Sunday noon or during a month long leave defi-
nitely is not normal. Modelling such dependencies with the help of ETA/FTA 
trees or FMEA characteristics is possible, but undoubtedly time consuming. A 
natural solution in such a situation is application of one of multifactor methods, 
relying on analysis of a number of parameters.  There are many multifactor 
methods of different application – reasoning about state of security can be cate-
gorized as an example of choice and hierarchy selection, with examples like in 
[5]: 

• AHP, e.g. in [20] 
• ELECTRE I/III, e.g. in [27].  
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Another approach to multifactor analysis relies on utilization of fuzzy 
logic, like in [14], or rough sets theory. Differences between AHP, Electre and 
fuzzy logic are discussed in comparative analysis of chosen multifactor methods 
applied in investment projects - AHP and ELECTRE provide similar results but 
are time consuming, while fuzzy logic is much simpler to prepare [19].  

 A completely different approach is anomaly detection on the basis of 
statistical analysis, typical values analysis or trend analysis – e.g. like in the 
case of network traffic [21]. As there is no need to define patterns, such ap-
proach became widely used in IDS/IPS systems, as a supplement of solutions 
based on patterns. Unfortunately, statistical analysis can be done only for each 
of the parameters separately. This means that it can help identify anomalies on 
the level of a single parameter, but not to aggregate such results or conclude on 
the basis of the state of multiple parameters. Detection of anomalies based on 
multiple criteria still requires creating patterns, as described earlier. Rules re-
quired in anomaly detection can also come from security models, which are 
subject of numerous research. Two basic approaches can be distinguished in this 
area: 

• Formal models 
• Frameworks 
Formal models usually are an attempt of modelling system or subsystem 

as a whole, in mathematical form, including dependencies between its compo-
nents. This allows anomaly identification on the basis of analysis of various 
parameters, not just a single one.  

At the same time frameworks provide an operational image of infor-
mation or IT system (subject to solution) by defining protocols, algorithms and 
data types. On the basis of such pattern it is easy to identify and interpret values 
exceeding allowed limits or incompatible with a chosen model, as is done in 
research of [7], [12], [25], [28], [31], [32]. This allows an easy identification of 
local anomalies. However, in the case of more complex anomalies, deduced on 
the basis of multiple factors, level of complexity and amount of time required to 
model anomaly is comparable with preparation of the ETA/FTA analysis. The 
same situation is in the case of reasoning the state of the whole system – creat-
ing complex framework including sophisticated patterns requires significant 
effort.  
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Considering characteristics of virtual organizations, with special attention 
to their dynamic nature, usually distributed structure with high ratio of immate-
rial assets, selection of reasoning method is not simple. Due to complexity of 
model construction, including necessary calculations, reasoning based on tradi-
tional multifactor analysis (AHP, ELECTRE) is too troublesome. Similar situa-
tion is in the case of trees ETA/FTA and FMEA tables – creating them for all 
known threats and later updating them after changes occur within the organiza-
tion, is very time consuming. Statistical analysis and trend analysis require quite 
big amount of historical data. Although it is not a big issue in traditional organi-
zations, in the case of frequently adapting virtual organizations a problem of 
insufficient quantity of data used in analysis becomes a serious threat. It is 
simply difficult to mark typical values on the basis of data gathered in short 
period of time, because that period could be abnormal as a whole in fact. Formal 
models either focus on static description of secure state or they have limited 
scope of application (e.g. matrix model and Wood’s model does not support 
mandatory access control, supporting confidentiality or integrity) [9], [29].  

Because of time and ease of model creation, the best choice in the case of 
virtual organization (out of analyzed groups of solutions) is anomaly detection 
based on fuzzy logic or rough sets, combined with aggregation on the level of 
assets, business processes and security objectives.  

3.3. Proposed model of anomaly detection and aggregation 

 The whole process of anomaly detection and aggregation can be divided 
into two steps: 

• Identification of local anomalies and concluding about the state of as-
sets. 

• Aggregation of local results to the level of information system as a 
whole. 

For the purpose of identification of local security issues, an approach 
based on linguistic knowledge base and rough sets was  chosen. A function WL 
– influence of changes on local grade of security was defined as:  

WL = f(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7)    (1) 
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Parameters used in formula (1) stand for:  
x1 – importance of associated business processes,  
x2 – number of associated business processes,  
x3 – asset recovery time,  
x4 – dynamics of parameter value change,  
x5 – scale of parameter value change,  
x6 – available time,  
x7 – influence of environment 

Each of the parameters was assigned linguistic and discrete values: 
 x1 – importance of associated business processes: key, ordinary 

o PZ – ordinary process: importance ~0% 
o PK – key process: importance ~100%  

 
Figure 3.1. Variable x1 – importance of associated business processes 

 x2 – number of associated business processes: few, average, nu-
merous 

o M – few: ~0% of all processes of the organization 
o Ś – average: ~10% of all processes of the organization 
o D – numerous: ~30% and above of all processes of the or-

ganization 

 
Figure 3.2. Variable x2 – number of associated business processes 
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 x3 – asset recovery time: instant, hour, day, two weeks 
o N – instant: ~ 0min 
o G – hour: ~60min (1h) 
o D – day ~500min (~8h/1 working day) 
o 2T – two weeks ~5000min (~10 working days) 

Figure 3.3. Variable x3 – asset recovery time 

 x4 – dynamics of parameter value change: slow, rapid 
o P – slow: ~0%  
o G – rapid: ~100% 

 
Figure 3.4. Variable x4 – dynamics of parameter value change 

 x5 – scale of parameter value change: small, medium, big 
o N – small: ~ 0% 
o Ś – medium: ~10% 
o W – big ~30% and above 

 
Figure 3.5. Variable x5 – scale of parameter value change 
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 x6 – available time: none, hour, day, two weeks 
o B – none: ~ 0min 
o G – hour: ~60min (1h) 
o D – day: ~500min (~8h/1 working day) 
o 2T – two weeks: ~5000min (~10 working days) 

 
Figure 3.6. Variable x6 – available time 

 x7 – influence of environment: supporting, neutral, aggressive 
o S – supporting: ~ -100% 
o NE – neutral: ~ 0% 
o NI - aggressive: ~ 100% 

 
Figure 3.7. Variable x7 – influence of environment 

 
 WL – influence of changes on local grade of security 

o No influence: ~0% 
o low influence: ~20% 
o medium influence: ~50% 
o high influence: ~75% 
o critical influence: ~100% 

 
Figure 3.8 presents decomposition system of linguistic knowledge base 

for variables introduced above. 
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Figure 3.8. Decomposition system of linguistic knowledge base 

Importance of associated business processes is evaluated on the basis of 
influence (direct or indirect) on company’s business goals or lethal requirements 
– some of available methods to choose from are Omega8 [13], Six Sigma [17], 
RAPID RE [22]. As one asset can be used in many business processes, the val-
ue of variable x1 is determined as an average importance of associated assets. 
The number of associated business processes (variable x2) is determined as a 
ratio of processes associated with a given asset to a number of all business pro-
cesses. As a result it becomes clear if a given asset is widely used within the 
organization, or not. This, then, induces the scale of influence in case some 
threat for a given asset actually occurs. 
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Table 3.1. Dependence on business processes deduction 

Dependence on business processes [ZPB] 
x1 
x2 

PZ PK 

M M - low Ś - average 
Ś M - low D - high 

D 
Ś - aver-

age 
D - high 

 

 
Figure 3.9. Dependence on business processes - variable 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3.10. Dependence on business processes – deduction chart 

Asset recovery time (variable x3) is time required to fully recover its ex-
pected operation. It is a period of time when services (processes) are unavaila-
ble due to unavailability of that asset, while it is being recovered.  

Parameters x1 – x3 together show the results of improper operation of a 
given asset, classifying it either as a key asset (ZK) or common asset (ZZ). The 
more important or numerous business processes are bound with a given asset 
and the more time is required to recover it, the higher is asset  importance IZ. 
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Table 3.2. Asset importance deduction 

Asset importance [IZ] 
     

x3 
ZPB  

N G D 2T 

M ZZ ZZ ZZ ZK 
Ś ZZ ZZ ZK ZK 
D ZZ ZK ZK ZK 

 

  
Figure 3.11. Asset importance – variable 

Figure 3.12. Asset importance – deduction chart 

Dynamics and scale of assets parameters’ changes define (accordingly) 
the speed and strength at which recorded values differentiate from normal, ex-
pected state. This divides anomalies into two groups: weak (AS) or severe (AP). 
Assignment of parameters to assets is a part of a separate process – monitoring 
scope definition, which is performed before monitoring is executed. Now, dur-
ing concluding process, that assignment is recalled. 
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Table 3.3. Anomaly strength deduction 

Anomaly strength [SA] 
x4 
x5 

P G 

N AS AS 
Ś AS AP 
W AP AP 

 

 

Figure 3.13. Anomaly strength - variable 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3.14. Anomaly strength – deduction chart 

By combining anomaly strength (SA) with asset importance (IZ), at 
which a given anomaly was observed, anomaly importance (IA) is given. It 
shows how significant a given anomaly is: unimportant (AN), average (AŚ), or 
critical (AK). 
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Table 3.4. Anomaly importance deduction 

Anomaly importance [IA] 
    

SA   
IZ 

AS AP 

ZZ AN AŚ 
ZK AŚ AK 

 

  

Figure 3.15. Anomaly importance - variable 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3.16. Anomaly importance – deduction chart 

As a last step, an external context of the event is applied. On the basis of 
available time (that can be used on recovery without risk for business continui-
ty) and current influence of the environment, the context is defined as positive 
(KPOZ), neutral (KNEU), negative (KNEG) or critical (KKRYT). 
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Table 3.5. Event context deduction 

Event context [KW] 
     

x6 
x7  

B G D 2T 

S KNEG KNEU KNEU KPOZ 
NE KKRYT KNEG KNEU KNEU 
NI KKRYT KKRYT KNEG KNEU 

 

  

Figure 3.17. Event context - variable 

 Figure 3.18. Event context – deduction chart 

This prevents from raising an alarm for the whole organization when cur-
rent situation (internal and external) provides conditions allowing safe removal 
of the anomaly without further consequences to operation of the organization, 
especially its business goals. 

 
Figure 3.19. Influence of changes on local grade of security - variable 
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But, if the situation does not give a chance to solve the problem without 
harm to business continuity (e.g. providing tax statement or release of a new 
product to the market on time), the weight of observed anomaly is raised. 

Value W must be estimated for all assets. Then, once value of influence on local 
grade of security is calculated for all assets, it should be aggregated to get an 
image of the influence on the whole system. Because during first part of con-
cluding assignments between assets and business processes were analyzed (in-
cluding their importance), a simple aggregation mechanism can be applied. For 
instance, it can be a simple scheme that was originally created for aggregation 
of risk in project management [30].  

Table 3.6. Influence of changes on local grade of security deduction 

Influence of changes on local grade of security [W] 
KW 
IA 

KPOZ KNEU KNEG KKRYT 

AN None None Low High 
AŚ None Low High Critical 
AK Low High Critical Critical 

 

Figure 3.20. Influence of changes on local grade of security – deduction chart  

It was adapted in such a way that value of risk was replaced with value W 
and total risk from original solution was replaced by an information system as a  
whole. According to that proposed scheme of aggregation, a tree is formed that 
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consists of security objectives on the first level and assets assigned to them, 
forming second level of the tree. 

  

Figure 3.21. Aggregation scheme 

Because assets can be grouped, the tree may have more than two levels, 
with individual assets always on the bottom level of the tree. If assets are to be 
grouped by business processes where they apply, it is required to modify earlier 
described scheme of concluding in such a way that it is performed separately for 
every pair (asset, business process), not all business processes connected with a 
given asset at once. 

For every node describing asset, value W, calculated earlier, is assigned. 
Every other node (describing non-asset) is assigned the highest value W out of 
all its child nodes. 

As a result (taking level 0 as root of the tree, representing security of in-
formation system as a whole), if a node on level n is described by value W: 

• at least one of its child nodes on level n+1 has value equal to W 
• none of child nodes on level n+1 is higher than W 
• all child nodes on level n+1 except of at least one have value smaller 

than W 
• value on level n-1 must be not smaller than W 
Then, starting from the deepest level of the tree, the highest value W from 

all child nodes with a common parent is propagated towards the root of the tree. 
Proposed model of aggregation is very simple, combines analytical side 

of FTA with synthesis of the ETA – in some way it is similar to a tree represen-
tation of the FMEA. Because attention of security administrator and board of 
management is focused on those anomalies that caused the biggest deviation 
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from the state defined as safe, it is easy to define priority of anomaly handling 
or to correct identified weaknesses in an iterative way. 

3.4. Proposed model verification 

 Initial verification of the model was done on the basis of data gathered 
during the Tik?-Tak! 2015 IT contest for primary and secondary schools stu-
dents. The competition, organized by Polish Information Processing Society for 
the 5th time, was divided into three parts. First two of them took place within a 
dedicated web-based IT system, designed and implemented especially for Tik?-
Tak! 2015. Figure 22 presents simplified structure of information system behind 
Tik?-Tak! 2015 and four parameters assigned for monitoring the most critical 
assets, according to risk analysis taken. 
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Figure 3.22. Monitoring plan scheme, source: own elaboration 
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At first, importance of each of the assets was estimated according to the 
model, based on their relation to business processes and asset recovery time, as 
is shown on Figure 3.23.  

 
Figure 3.23. Assets estimated importance, source: own elaboration 

Then, strength of local anomalies and anomaly importance was calculated 
and combined with influence external environment. In this particular case, the 
influence of environment was set as critical, because due to problems in the 
past, there was a significant pressure of schools and students for the system to 
work without problems this year. Moreover, as answers were collected and veri-
fied on-line and student had limited time and single attempt only, any malfunc-
tion of the game system would mean that a number of games results would be 
influenced. Either in a form of data loss or in a form of allowed repeated at-
tempt, leading to potentially repeated questions and thus corrected answers.  

 

 
Figure 3.24. Results aggregated to asset level, source: own elaboration 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.25. Results aggregated to business processes level, source: own elaboration 
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Figure 3.26. Results aggregated to risk handling solutions level, source: own elaboration 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.27. Results aggregated to security objectives level, source: own elaboration 

Finally, obtained results on the level of individual parameters were ag-
gregated to provide influence on assets (see Fig. 24), business processes (see 
Fig. 25), risk handling solutions (see Fig. 26) and security objectives (shown on 
Fig. 27). Thus, it is easy to notice which areas of the system are influenced indi-
rectly by security issues in some other places. For instance, a problem identified 
on the level of asset IT system server propagates to all business processes that 
require it to operate properly. Because of that it shown clearly how far the con-
sequences of a single, as it seemed local, issue reach. 

3.5. Conclusion 

 The test was repeated for various sets of data gathered during the con-
test. All tests confirmed that local anomalies were correctly propagated through 
the system according to the scope of utilization (and thus influence) of the asset 
where problems occurred. Further tests are planned on other organizations to 
verify, whether the model applies correctly to various types of virtual organiza-
tions. 
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Chapter 4 

The effectiveness of business process management 
(BPM) 

4.1. Introduction 

4.1.1. Governance definitions, process and business process 
 
While characterizing the most important issues concerning the manage-

ment of business processes (Business Process Management, or BPM) the basic 
terms associated with this concept must be first explained, and these undoubt-
edly include management, process and business process. Without this, it will be 
not possible to understand the essence of this management as well as discuss 
various matters relating to it. 

When it comes to managing, according to A. Czermiński, M. Grzybowski 
and K. Ficonia, it should be considered, taking into account two points of view - 
institutional and functional. Institutional management is an activity of superior, 
which can be a supervisor, boss or manager, causing a subordinate to behave in 
accordance with the definite intention. Importantly, management is apparent 
from the hierarchy that exists in given organization and in which the superior 
exercises specific organizational authority over subordinates, whereby between 
him and the staff there are certain feedbacks which are, for example the com-
mands of superior [1]. 

Management in terms of functionality is, according to these researchers, a 
sequence of identified steps that are necessary to perform specific goals and 
tasks facing the organization. Typically, it includes processes such as planning, 
stimulation, coordination and control [1]. It should be added that in the present 
study, the functional approach, which is related to the nature and purpose of 
BPM will be primarily taken into account.  

The term, which needs to be explained is the process. According to M. 
Porter it is a value chain in which, thanks to the implementation of individual 
tasks, the scope of the commitment to the organization and its individual em-
ployees in the creation or delivery of a particular product or service increases. 
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E. Skrzypek stressed that the process is a logical sequence of consecutive or 
simultaneous performance of activities that lead to fulfilment of customer ex-
pectations by providing them with products or services entirely in line with their 
needs and requirements. This researcher noted that the process can also be un-
derstood as an interaction of men and machines, as well as methods of operation 
in order to produce a certain product or provide execution of servic [11]. 

Business process in turn is, according to M. Żytniowski and P. Zadory, a 
set of interrelated structured actions or steps that serve a specific purpose, eg. 
delivery [12]. In this case, each business process is characterized by: 
 a clear definition of measurable objective, relative to which the process is 

formulated, 
 defined entrance and exit, which implies that the process has both the sup-

plier and the recipient, 
 that the results can be measured by a specific measuring devices and indica-

tors, 
 repeatability, 
 that is implemented by certain sequence steps, 
 generating added value, 
 that it always has an owner, 
 possibility to extend outside certain organizational units within an enter-

prise[1]. 
 

4.1.2.  The definition of BPM 
 
Business Process Management is certainly dealt with in many different 

ways. It can in fact be understood as one of disciplines of management, tech-
nology or one of the processes. At the same time it should be noted that it is 
usually referred to the general definition of process management that addresses 
all the processes in an enterprise, including those that have business character 
and are associated with the BPM concept. In this way, it is reasonable to present 
precisely these definitions. 

Overall, according to S. Nowosielski, process management can be seen in 
the broader and narrower sense. As part of this first approach that the process 
management is relatively comprehensive (covering not only the company but 
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also its contractors, suppliers and customers), continuous (repeated over time) 
and systematized (conducted according to certain rules and procedures) appli-
cation of appropriate concepts, methods and tools (techniques) to influence the 
processes in the organization (enterprise, institution), aiming to achieve the 
objectives of the organization and how to best meet the needs of its external and 
internal customers [2]. In the narrower sense, process management entails plan-
ning changes to streamline business processes in the enterprise and control the 
degree of their implementation. It is primarily aimed at analysing the company's 
strategy, evaluation, shaping (streamlining), steering and control of value crea-
tion processes in enterprises and between enterprises [1]. 

On the other hand, according to P. Grajewski process management is an 
activity that involves optimizing the structure of individual components of the 
organization and for the pursuit of such a situation in which, in said structure 
there will be the largest possible number of elements that add value, while 
minimizing the share of inefficient operations. Process management, including 
BPM, is a search for the structure of the constituents of individual processes 
occurring in organizations, which in a maximising  way would be set to create 
added value for both, the entire organizational system and its parts [3]. 

Based on the above definitions relating to the process management it can 
be concluded that BPM is a sequence of actions, whose primary objective is to 
improve and optimize the different business processes within the enterprise so 
as to enable them to create added value, as well as effective and proper respond-
ing to any requirements and customer needs. 

4.2. Review of key issues related to BPM 

4.2.1. Description of key issues related to BPM 
 
BPM is inextricably linked to the development of a process approach to 

management. Hence, it is worth to describe this development. It is presented in 
Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1. Development of a process approach [1].  

Stage Basics Objectives Methods 
I wave of 
1920s of 
twentieth 
century 

Frederick Tay-
lor's manage-
ment theory 

- better use of working 
time 
- reduction of produc-
tion costs 

- division of pro-
cesses into simple 
steps 
- elimination of 
unnecessary steps 

II wave, 80s 
– 90s of  
twentieth 
century 

BPR (Business 
Process Reengi-
neering) 

- focus on added value 
- the desire to redesign 
the processes 

- reduction of re-
sources used 
- outsourcing 

III wave, the 
end of the 
90s  

BPM - enabling the imple-
mentation of changes 
by eliminating the gaps 
between IT and busi-
ness solutions 

- a holistic approach 
to the organization 
- process as the key 
point of reference 

 

The basis for the development of a process approach were ideas of Fre-
derick Taylor, which is the creator of the scientific theory of management. In 
his theories, he sought to define the most optimal method of work, and therefore 
one that will lead to a reduction of costs incurred in connection with the execu-
tion of the manufacturing process, as well as more efficient use of working 
time. This was to be achieved, inter alia, by eliminating unnecessary steps and 
rationalizing the use of necessary activities [1]. 

A further step in the development of a process approach was the concept 
of BPR, which involved the use of large-scale reengineering. It involves a radi-
cal redesign of processes that occur in companies, which is designed to achieve 
specific results, such as cost reduction, quality improvement and increase of 
efficiency of implementation of individual actions. The concept of BPR stipu-
lated the necessity of a complete break from what previously functioned in the 
organization and implementation of organizational and management changes 
[4]. 

The last stage of the development process approach was the emergence of 
BPM, what happened in the late nineties of the twentieth century. It had related 
to that while recognizing that systematic improvement of the organization it is 
impossible to do it without the use of computer systems. Hence, rather than 
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implementing sweeping changes that focus on reengineering, they began to 
improve management by making full use of these systems [1].  

 

4.2.2. The structure and elements of BPM 

 
The structure of BPM is practically the same as in the management of 

non-business processes. It has been illustrated in Figure 4.1. 

 Figure 4.1. Structure of Business Process Management [8] 

The first element of the BPM structure is to identify problems, but the 
paramount importance during this identification is to determine which of the 
processes are required for specific businesses, so that customers receive prod-
ucts or services which comply with their requirements. Subsequently it comes 
to modelling, so to determine how these processes should look like to meet the 
objectives of both companies and individual clients. The introduction of proc-
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esses includes their implementation into the organization, as well as adequate 
preparation of employees. Managing processes and evaluation of the function-
ing of BPM takes place within the controlling, which provides constant moni-
toring of underlying processes [1]. 

 
It should be added that, according to A.G. Rummler and A.P. Branche 

BPM process management includes the same elements that are noticeable in 
relation to the management of the organization. These include: 

 management of objectives - to include the formulation of sub-targets re-
lating to particular activities carried out within the processes and objec-
tives of individual functions, 

 resource management - leads to providing the resources necessary to 
carry out processes such as financial resources or employees, 

 Performance Management - applies to collecting and analysing customer 
feedback on the results of the processes and verification of the effective-
ness of these processes, 

 management at the interface between departments - concerns the man-
agement of the operations which are carried out in the various depart-
ments of the company [10]. 

4.2.3. Information technology systems supporting BPM 

As it was mentioned before, business process management is based on in-
formation technology systems. Generally BPM systems are the systems that 
support the analysis, modelling, coding, implementation and testing of business 
processes. These systems broaden systems that manage the workflow with the 
functionality connected with information technology systems integration within 
the organization. Moreover, these systems give the possibility of communica-
tion with the processes that are done outside the organization through the use of 
network services [7]. 
 Fig. 4.2 shows how BPM information technology systems support the busi-
ness processes that are realised in enterprises. 
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Figure 4.2. The relation between information technology systems and business processes [9] 

Thus the integration of business processes with information technology 
systems leads to the state where these processes are supported by information 
technology on the large scale. It is worth adding that various information tech-
nology systems supporting the BPM concept are used nowadays. The issues 
concerning their development and their effectiveness will be described in the 
next section of this study. At this point it is worth mentioning that among such 
systems that are especially popular are the following: 

 ARIS (Architecture of Integrated Information Systems) – the main aim of 
this system is organizing and amending, as well as implementing speci-
fied processes, which is achieved with the use of, among other things, 
testing the so called chain of processes, which is the image of business 
processes that are realized in enterprise, 

 iGrafx – it is a set of graphic programs that are used to model or analyse 
the business processes and to maintain records connected with them, 

 ADONIS – it is used mainly to optimize the business processes, which 
means their constant improvement, as well as to control and manage the 
quality, risk and information [1]. 
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4.3. Usefulness of the BPM concept for the functioning  
of enterprises 

4.3.1. The effectiveness of BPM information technology systems 
 
As indicated above, BPM information technology systems support the re-

alization of business processes in an enterprise. It is useful to take a closer look 
at this issue and try to describe the issues that answer the question: how effec-
tive is the use of BPM concept and the information technology systems con-
nected with it? 

At first, it is valuable to present the development of BPM class systems. 

Figure 4.3. The development of BPM class systems [1] 

The intensive development of BPM systems occurred between the years 
2000 – 2008, while consecutively, within the BPM concept, systems and BPA, 
DPM, BPM and BPMS tools started to be used. SOA and BAM systems should 
also be included in the list of these systems. Their short characteristic with the 
description how they contribute to the introduction of improvements in enter-
prises, is presented in table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2. The characteristic of BPM class systems [1] 

Name Characteristic 
BPA – Business Process 
Analysis 

- it enables to analyze the business processes 
through defining these processes, describing them, 
analyzing the actual state and modelling 

DPM - Document Process 
Management 

- it enables to manage the documentation in a com-
plex way 

BPM – Business Process 
Management 

- this system provides the complex management of 
processes together with monitoring and managing 
them 

BPMS – Business Process 
Management Suite 

- it is a package of information technology systems, 
within which not only BMP tools are integrated, but 
also other independent applications and programs 

SOA – Service Oriented 
Architecture 

- it regards business processes as a set of services 
that are linked together, enabling effective integra-
tion of various data and applications, also including 
these that come from external companies 

BAM - Business Activity 
Monitoring 

- it provides data concerning the most important 
business indicators in real time 

 
The above described BPM class systems are undoubtedly highly effective 

and they contribute to the fact that the particular enterprises function more effi-
ciently. First of all, this means that the subsequent business processes are inte-
grated with each other, which in turn ensures that they are realized much faster 
than before and with a lesser extent of employment (the total automatization of  
BPM systems enables the reduction of the number of employees), which at the 
same time has an effect on the reduction of own costs paid by the enterprise. 
Undoubtedly the effectiveness of business processes increases, because they are 
systematically modeled and controlled. In case of any abnormalities or elements 
that could be an obstacle for the proper functioning of an enterprise, a desired 
state is restored in a fast way. Moreover, due to the fact that BPM provides ac-
tual information on the progress of business processes, the improvement of ef-
fectiveness of the enterprise’s operational activity becomes possible. What is 
more important, the BPM class systems enable the integration of  data and ap-
plications used not only within the given enterprise, but also with these which 
are in the possession of its contractors, that is the suppliers or distributors. This 
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in turn enables to strengthen the degree of connection between the particular 
participants of the supply chains. 
The BPM class systems are undoubtedly effective, which is confirmed by the 
data in table 4.3. This data concern the values introduced as a result of the im-
plementation of BPM in one of the enterprises functioning in the insurance in-
dustry in the USA. 

Table 4.3. Values introduced to the exemplary company as a result of implementation of BPM 
system [9] 

Assumptions 
The number of front office / back office employees 500 / 250 
The percentage of employees incorporated to BPM system 25% 
Annual human resource costs of a front office and a back 
office worker   

30 000 dollars 

License costs for the user of BPM system 1 000 dollars 
annually 

The expected savings connected with the increase of the rate 
of handling of cases via telephone channel and connected with 
the reduction of front office and back office personnel 

20% 

Calculation 
The total cost of BPM system implementation 1 375 000 dollars 
The annual costs of maintaining the BPM system 375 000 dollars 
The savings connected with increasing the productivity of 
front office / back office personnel 

750 000 dollars / 
750 000 dollars 

The total annual amount of savings   1 125 000 dollars 
Return on investment (the measure of financial benefits, 
which have been obtained by the enterprise within one year in 
return for the implementation of BPM system) 

63% 

The period of total return of the investments involved 14 months 

 
The above data point out that BPM systems are highly effective. They 

enable to generate large amount of savings in the enterprise where one of these 
systems has been implemented. However, one should emphasize that the finan-
cial resources that were invested in this system were returned to this enterprise 
after merely 14 months from the time of its purchase. This undoubtedly points 
to the great effectiveness of BPM systems. 
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4.3.2. The benefits from the implementation of the BPM concept 

 
In the previous section it was noted that the BPM concept may lead to 

specified benefits for the functioning of enterprises, such as the reduction of 
costs or the integration of business processes. However, it should be empha-
sized that there are many more of these benefits. They are characterized below. 
Generally, following Ł.Osuszek, direct and indirect benefits should be distin-
guished.  According to Ł. Osuszek the direct benefits are: 

 Centralization of procedures and politics that are for instance connected 
with issues concerning safety, 

 The improvement of operational structure of an enterprise, which is pos-
sible thanks to total automatization of BPM tools, 

 The improvement of flow of information between business owners and IT 
department and enabling to achieve a direct contact between them, 

 The reduction of interruptions of work resulting from, for example,  mal-
functions, 

 Implementation of optimized employing model, which is achieved thanks 
to BPML modeling (Business Process Modeling Language), that is one of 
the languages used to describe processes, 

 The reduction of the degree of risk connected with business process man-
agement, which is possible thanks to performing strict and systematic 
control and monitoring of these processes, 

 The reduction of time that is needed for performing inspections or audits, 
 The reduction of costs that is a result of reduction of employment [1]. 

On the other hand, according to the mentioned author the indirect benefits in-
clude: 

 The reduced costs incurred by the enterprise in relation to the change of 
IT system, which is influenced by the fact that BPM systems have stand-
ardized development methods, 

 Ensuring the complete consistency of company’s documents with legal 
and fiscal requirements [1]. 
 
While discussing the issues concerning the benefits related to BPM im-

plementation it is worth having a closer look at the results of some of the studies 
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on this subject. One of these studies was carried out by Ipsos in year 2006 on 
the group of 206 big enterprises that work, among others, in the telecommunica-
tions, industrial and banking sector. The respondents were asked about these 
benefits during this study. The results and answers to this question are presented 
in the table 4.4. 

Table 4.4. The most important benefits from using BPM (in %) according to the respondents of 
the study performed by Ipsos in 2006 

Benefits Generally Industry Banking Telecommuni-
cations 

The improvement 
of processes 

18 15 17 31 

The reduction of 
costs 

9 7 9 6 

The improvement 
of access to in-
formation and 
documents 

9 13 4 13 

Time savings 6 6 4 13 

As it comes to the benefits from the use of BPM, apart from the optimiza-
tion of business processes and the reduction of costs, the respondents in 2006 
mentioned the improvement of the degree of accessibility to information and 
time saving. 

On the other hand figure 4.4 presents the results of a study that was car-
ried out in 2011 in the United States and in Europe, specifically in France, Great 
Britain and Germany among 348 enterprises. 
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Figure 4.4. The results of the study concerning the benefits from implementation of BPM that was 
carried out in 2011 in the USA and in the chosen European countries [1] 

According to the above mentioned studies, the use of BPM contributes 
mainly to the optimization of business processes, the increase of productivity of 
particular participants of the processes, mostly the employees, the integration of 
these processes, as well as the possibility to create and implement these pro-
cesses independently in an efficient way. 

 

4.4. Conclusion 

The concept concerning the business process management (BPM) be-
comes undoubtedly more and more popular. Although the first BPM systems 
were created only at the turn of the 20th and the 21st century, it has to be stated 
that many enterprises have been already using them. A decisive factor is that 
these systems are highly effective, because they enable to generate large amount 
of savings. Moreover, the total repayment from the investments carried out in 
relation to the purchase of these systems, can be seen even after about one year 
from the moment of their implementation. The use of BPM leads to various 
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benefits obtained by enterprises. These benefits include especially optimizing 
and integrating the business processes, saving time, the improvement of the 
information flow, as well as the increase of productivity of the participants of 
these processes. In this way one should regard as true the statement of A. 
Bitkowska, who stated that business process management becomes a more and 
more popular concept of management used by enterprises in the recent years. In 
this new approach one can perceive the possibility to improve the activities of 
an enterprise, to increase its effectiveness and thus to increase the chance to 
survive in a competitive environment that is making ever higher demands. 
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Chapter 5 

Human resources accounting: A suggested model 
for measurement and valuation 

5.1. Introduction 

Barcelona could lose Lionel Messi , Luis Suarez or Neymar because of their 
wage demands, claims club economic vice-president Javier Faus. 

 
While considered critically important by owners and managers, the pro-

cess of organizing, identifying, measuring, directing and controlling the human 
resources of an organization remains a difficult task for managers.  Previous 
attempts to find tools and techniques to identify and disclose the real value of 
human resources as firm assets to the organization have been problematic, de-
spite the clear dependence of an organization on its human capital for revenue 
creation, whether through intellectual endeavors or via physical effort.  It is 
widely acknowledged that human resources are keys to the success or failure in 
any firm. Human Resource Accounting (HRA) helps management frame poli-
cies for human resources especially where it is necessary to identify measure 
and disclose data about the people within an organization, where they are rec-
ognized as an accounting resource. It involves two areas of measurement: first it 
measures the cost incurred by an organization to recruit, select, hire, train and 
develop human assets, and secondly, it involves calculating the economic value 
of people to the organization... Usually firms who apply HRA concepts in their 
accounting systems situate this information in a separate section of their annual 
reports, and provide a detailed account of their human resources. While physical 
assets such as plants machinery, buildings etc. are necessary for any organiza-
tion, they are largely static and unproductive and require a decision in order to 
be initiated. A decision inevitably made by a human, one who performed, or 
managed some task within the organization. Clearly, the profitability, produc-
tivity, solvency and efficiency of any organization depend largely upon the ac-
tivities of human resources. Reporting on human assets usually includes a pro-
file of human assets, the compensationpattern, training and development events 
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and policies, human asset productivty, human asset value, and the total wealth 
of the organization.  

The concept underpinning HRA is that the people in a company (the hu-
man resources) represent a certain value that can be compared to other resources 
[16]. HRA implies accounting for people as human assets where it can be used 
as a tool to measure human resources and as a management tool [16].  The con-
cept of considering human beings as an asset is an old phenomenon and it goes 
back to the labor theory of value where pioneering economists argued on firm 
value creation via labor,. For example, Paton [34] casts doubt on the credibility 
of a balance sheet without the presentation of the loyal personnel. In the mid 
1990’s accounting for people had greatly been improved, leading to the phrase 
‘our people are our greatest asset’. 

The major tenet of HRA is that it involves accounting for the company‘s 
management and treats employees as human capital that provides future bene-
fits. For example, expenditures related to human resources are reported as assets 
on the balance sheet as opposed to the traditional accounting approach which 
treats costs related to a company‘s human resources as expenses on the income 
statement that reduce profit. Traditional accounting also involves sophisticated 
calculations requiring all manner of estimations, assumptions and variables that 
need to be factored in. HRA instead focuses on the accounting of costs associat-
ed with acquiring personnel along with the programs adopted to enhance per-
sonnel efficiency. Traditionally in financial statements it is tagged as human 
capital or intellectual asset accounting and usually labeled as investments made 
in the Human Resources of an organization. Human capital refers to a set of 
knowledge and competence, skills and training, innovation and capabilities, 
attitudes and skills, learning ability and motivation of the people who form the 
organization. It is argued that quantifying the value of Human Resources helps 
management to cope up with the changes in its quantum and quality so that 
equilibrium can be achieved between the required resources and the provided 
human resources. According to [35] there are two reasons for including human 
resources in accounting. Firstly, people are a valuable resource to a firm as long 
as they perform services that can be quantified. Secondly, the value of a person 
as a resource depends on how he is employed. So management style will also 
influence the human resource value. Drawing from previous work this paper 
focuses on HRA as an information system relevant to organizational usefulness, 
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decision- making, valuation and related issues, where 3 main goals are 
achieved, namely:  

 The provision of objective and quantitative data relating to the total 
cost, total revenues and the value of human    resources of the organiza-
tion;  

 Working within a theoretical framework that guides decisions regarding 
cost effectiveness in the acquisition, development and maintenance of 
human resources; and 

 Encouraging and promoting decision-maker's interest in human re-
sources and considering their perspectives.  

5.2. Early Development of Human Resource Accounting Concepts. 

Early interest in HRA came from several sources, such as the economic 
theory of human capital, where the first attempt to value the human beings in 
monetary terms was made by Sir William Petty as early as 1691. Sir Petty was 
of the opinion that labor was the father of wealth and it must be included in any 
estimate of national wealth. Further efforts were made by William Far in 1853, 
followed by Earnest Engle in 1883. Flamhotz [36] state that some theorists like 
Scot [37] spoke about treating people as assets and accounting for their value in 
the beginning of the twentieth century. However, the most productive period of 
research of human HRA started in the beginning of the 1960s and was strongly 
influenced by the disciplines of sociology, industrial psychology and economics 
[19]. Research in 1999 by Flamholtz, Pylet and his team at Michigan University 
generated a chronological history of the development of Human Resources Ac-
counting depicted by five stages as shown in Table 5.1 below. Each of these 
stages is discussed in more detail overleaf. 
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Table 5.1. Historical development of HRA. Source: [38] and further developed by Author. 

Stage :1 
1960-1966 

The origin of Human Resources Accounting with theories, 
representing inference of the basic concepts (primary) of 
human resource accounting. 

 
Stage :2 
1967-1970 

The first basic academic formulation of some measuring 
models 

Stage :3 
1971-1977 

Rapid increase in interest levels in Human Resources Ac-
counting 

Stage :4 
1978-1980 

Static academic interest level and emphasis on fixed assets 
in organizations led to  reduction of interest in HRA in the 
level of organizations and universities 
 

Stage :5 
1981-1990 

Resurgence of international interests in theories and jobs in 
Human Resources Accounting. 

Stage :6 
1990-now 

Development of concepts, models, approaches, disclosure, 
accounting standards and treatment, generating soft infor-
mation. 
 

 

The first stage: The interest to the human resources accounting began in 
this period. A number of theorists such as Scott [37] and Peyton have supported 
the idea of considering human resources as its asset and valuation. Also, organi-
zational psychologists like Likert believed that human resources were consid-
ered to be in default as the valuable resources of organization. Hermanson [21] 
presented a model for human resource valuation to financial reporting of exter-
nal organization. He identified that human resource accounting was primarily 
used as a managerial tool, instead of as a way to value people as assets.  

The second stage: This stage coincided with the formation of university 
research teams to develop and evaluate the validity of the historical cost deter-
mination model and the value of human resources. In this period, researches 
were conducted to determine the current and future applications of human re-
source accounting as a tool for managers and financial information users. This 
means applying of researches for formulating of potential. In early 1967, re-
search team including Likert, Bromet, pile and Flamholtz has conducted plans 
to develop the HRA concepts and methods. The result of this research was pub-
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lished by Bromet and colleagues [4], the term human resource accounting was 
used for the first time. They investigate the objections relating to the expense of 
human cost considering as an asset rather than its calculation. 

The third stage: In the 1970s, interest in human resource accounting 
grew rapidly and involved a lot of academic research throughout the world, 
while at the same time interest grew at the organizational level... In this period a 
lot of research into the application of HRA theory within organizations oc-
curred. The American Accounting Association established a committee to over-
see the development of human resource accounting [16]. Several authors report-
ed that human resource accounting had an impact on decision making, including 
Tomassini [39] whose findings showed that the HRA data can be effective for 
management decisions relating to the employees’ prioritization at retention and 
selection of employees. Flamholtz [40] conducted a research to study the effect 
of figures related to the value of human resources on official accountants’ deci-
sions. The results of this study showed a significant statistical difference be-
tween the decisions based on figures calculated on traditional methods of per-
sonnel selection, and those figures based on the value of human capital includ-
ing monetary and non-monetary items. In this period Flamholtz [13] presented a 
model based on the premise that the value of individual is based on the services 
that he/she will provide to the firm. 

The fourth stage: Starting in 1977 until 1980, some decrease in interests 
in Human Resources Accounting was noted. Flamholtz and Ansari [41] pro-
posed the use of HRA as a managerial tool for use in management science... 
One of the reasons for the reduction of interest to the HRA was that the previ-
ous preliminary studies that were conducted in relation to the HRA were rela-
tively simple while the remaining studies were highly complex... Moreover it 
became apparent that research into the application of HRA required the interest 
and cooperation of organizations and also cost money to conduct.  Funding 
expensive research where there was no guarantee of benefit to the organizations 
meant that organizations were not willing to implement it [12]. 

The fifth stage: Commencing in 1981 this stage included a revival of in-
terests in the practical application of Human Resources Accounting. The real 
reason behind this renewed interest was economic development and transition 
from a production-driven economy towards a service-oriented economy, and 
some part of a knowledge-based economy. The application of  HRA principles 
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made it possible to understand the important importance of human resources for 
organizations and supported the emergence of intellectual capital over and 
above physical assets. In this new framework, the future success of the organi-
zations was affected by intellectual capital rather than the physical capital (i.e. 
total human capital and intangible assets). Before, accounting was unable to 
respond dynamically to changing conditions because of a fixed focus on static 
physical assets... In the present era companies need information to come 
through that can continuously evaluate individuals’ skills and abilities. This 
information providing tool about human capital is the same fundamental aspect 
of HRA [16]. Some authors argued that human resource accounting had failed 
because of a lack of practical use [19], however others defended the status of 
HRA by highlighting a lack of new researchers in this area [19]. Unfortunately 
the lack of quantitative results to prove the influence of HRA on decision-
making has hindered the establishment of a specific, measurable impact [42]. 

The sixth stage: During this period the focus of human resource account-
ing changed from measuring human resources and providing hard accounting 
information, to a method which focuses more on providing soft information 
[19]. Most recent article concentrates on the use of human resource accounting 
as a managerial tool. Despite that all the research, there is still no solution to the 
challenges of the practical application of human resource accounting. 

5.3. An Analysis of Human Resources Accounting: Definitions and 
Conceptual Development.  

 Tracing the historical development of the conceptual and philosophical 
framework for HRA reflects clearly the development in the definition of this 
branch of accounting over the years.  Interestingly, the Dictionary of Economy 
[43], defines HRA as “all human, material, real and monetary elements that can 
be drawn and used in the production of economic goods to satisfy social needs". 
Professionally, the American Accounting Association [2] defined HRA as "the 
process of identifying, measuring and communicating information about human 
resources in order to facilitate effective management within an organization". 
For the first time recognition and the quantification of human resources for the 
purpose of assisting the effective management of an organization and to other 
parties as a key part of the HRA process is introduced. However it is argued that 
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this definition is unformed as it is not specific as to what constitutes the human 
resources expenditure and how it is to be recognized. From an academic per-
spective a more specific definition of HRA is the one given by Flamholtz [17], 
which refers to HRA as "the process which involves measuring the cost in-
curred by business firms and other organizations to recruit, select, hire, train and 
develop human asset". For the first time, the relationship between the expendi-
ture on human resources and its role in valuation and reporting is recognised.  
 At the corporate level, Woodruff [44], the Vice President of R. G. Batty 
Corporation, defines HRA as "an attempt to identify and report investments 
made in human resources of an organization that are presently not accounted for 
in conventional accounting practice”. In this definition Woodruff posits that 
HRA is the systematic accumulation of information about changes in invest-
ments made in human resources and reporting back that information to operat-
ing managers in order to assist them to make better decisions than they would 
have been able to make without such additional information. The importance of 
management decision-making is introduced and a concept of strategic thinking 
can be seen to emerge. 
 In terms of revenue generation, Bullen and Eyler [45], state that HRA 
involves accounting for expenditure related to human resources as assets, as 
opposed to traditional accounting, which treats these costs as expenditures that 
reduce profit. While Ross et al., [46] state that human capital can simply be 
explained as the potential of the employees to generate more wealth for organi-
zations in future. Though it is not owned by the organization, standard human 
capital management practices determine how well the tacit knowledge of the 
employees is transferred to the explicit and how well the intellectual capital of 
the firms is levered so that human capital is transferred to more explicit struc-
tural capital. In a similar future-orientated approach, Newman [47] regards 
HRA as referring to the measurement of the abilities of all employees of a com-
pany, at every level (management, supervisory and ordinary employees) to pro-
duce value from their knowledge and the capabilities of their minds. This defi-
nition considers the current growth in the service industry where the knowledge 
and intellectual capabilities of employees are the key for success.  
 Finally, Friedman and Lev [48] and Lau and Lau [49] introduce meas-
urement into HRA by describing it as a method for systematically measuring 
both the asset value of labor and the amount of asset creation that can be at-
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tributed to personnel activities. This definition incorporates the economic bene-
fit attributable to the human resources in addition to recognizing their cost im-
plication. 
 By drawing together these various definitions and concepts of HRA, 
and overlapping them with global trends and economic markers, it is possible to 
describe the following key characteristics and features of Human Resource Ac-
counting: 

1. A definition of the core concept of human resources accounting. 
2. The measurement and valuation of human resources. 
3. Recording of measurements and valuation in the books of account. 
4. Disclosure of the recorded information in the financial statements. 
5. Communication of financial information to decision-making parties, 

supported by different tools relevant to their decisions. 
6. Planning the investments in human resources. 
7. Planning, controlling and monitoring the changes in operations and val-

ue of human resources. 

5.4. Challenges of HRA: Concerns from the Profession. 

Some professional accountant and researchers (see Gates [50] and 
Akinsoyinu [51]) argued against HRA with objections that included: 

(a) Sensitive Data not something that can be shared externally. The main 
obstacle for reporting human capital externally is that the information reported 
could be sensitive to the reporting companies and regarded as something that 
should not be shared externally. 

(b) Measurement Not First Priority for the Company: Companies do not 
attach first priority to the measurement of human assets; rather they face more 
urgent issues like human resource requirement and allocation. 

(c) Not Enough Time and Resources: This is closely related to the hither-
to problem of not attaching priority to the measurement aspect of the Human 
Capital, where the Human Resource Manager does not give enough importance 
to the concept of HRA. 

(d) Human Resource Professionals Unaware of Value/No clear Return on 
Investment. 
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(e) Lack of Clear Guidance and Universal Practice: the lack of universal 
approach to its reporting thereby defining the standards that would allow for 
valuable and meaningful comparisons. There is a current absence of universal 
definition, which does not assist the companies that are proactive enough to 
measure. 

(f) Global and Group Issues: The issue of autonomy in global and group 
companies poses another problem in the application of HRA. Differences in 
valuation of human resources across the countries and overlaid with different 
levels of salaries or value from same specific man skills, different measure-
ments and different disclosure may create more complex problem in harmoniz-
ing the international accounting standards. 

(g) Awareness and Acceptance: The level of awareness and acceptance of 
HRA is still low as many companies take little initiative to make the infor-
mation available to the shareholders despite having the data available. 

(h) Lack of an Industry Standard: The absence of an industry standard 
means that every company has to evolve its own standard, which can become a 
tedious process considering that most of them are still involved in improving 
their business. 

(i) Extensiveness of the Research Involved: Another aspect working 
against the acceptance of HRA is the need for extensive research that it entails. 
Many companies do not want to go into the intricacies of finding the value of 
their human resources. While it may be affordable for most big companies to 
dwell into such best practices, it is likely not going to be an economically viable 
option for small and medium size companies. 

(j) Dynamism of Some Industries: Certain industries, like the information 
technology, are very dynamic due to frequent discoveries and technological 
advancement. In these types of industries, it is very difficult to predict as to 
what is going to be the future requirements and how technology is going to 
shape in the near future. 

5.5. Further Limitations of Human Resources Accounting. 

There are a lot of other limitations and criticism of HRA. These include 
the dehumanization of people where they cannot be viewed like physical assets, 
or where their value might be publicly perceived to be low with serious psycho-
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logical consequences. Similarly there is a political reason for labor to remain 
without absolute value as this might generate claims and higher rewards for 
work with different skill levels. Here it is prudent to question how one amortiz-
es the value of an employee. Does it increase or decrease over time? .And in 
certain industry sectors, the effort to conduct HRA might be questionable amid 
high staff turnover rates especially in volatile markets. From a process point of 
view, the lack of a clear-cut procedure in allocating costs and value, the lack of 
empirical evidence to support its use as a management tool, and some vague-
ness regarding exactly how the value should be presented in the financial state-
ment all represent significant problems for its wider adoption.   

Legislatively, it is not clear how tax laws recognize humans as assets, not 
is there an accepted method of valuation, confounded further by the abstract, 
qualitative nature of people where bias might influence objectivity and precise-
ness that cannot be viewed in monetary terms. These process and professional 
practice issues are addressed below. 

5.6. Human Resource Accounting and International Accounting 
Standards. 

Since the 1960’s, HRA has been dominated by two main questions. First-
ly, how could human assets be defined as assets on the balance sheet and sec-
ondly, can it be valued in a satisfactory way? According to International Ac-
counting Standard 38 (IAS 38)) this section covers the treatment of intangible 
assets. IAS 38 regards intangible assets as non-monetary assets without physical 
substance which must be identifiable [23]. In order for an intangible asset to be 
identifiable it shall be separable and arise from contractual or other legal rights 
[23]. However, it shall only be recognized if expected to generate future eco-
nomic benefits and if the cost of the asset can be measured reliably [23]. 

Wyatt (2008) places intangible assets into six specified categories. These 
include: 

1. Technology resource. Contain Research and Development (R&D) 
expenditures and related Intellectual property (IP Human re-
sources). 

2. Human capital Production resources 
3. Advertising, brands and related IP 
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4. Customer loyalty 
5. Competitive advantage 
6. Goodwill 

In order to define an intangible asset, one has to consider different crite-
ria. Each criterion should be identifiable, which means it must be separable 
from the entity through sale, rent, transfer or exchange and arise from contrac-
tual or other legal rights. Also, the entity must control the asset - in this case 
have the power to obtain future economic benefits (usually originating in legal 
rights) [23]. Future economic benefits can be revenue or cost savings. In order 
to recognize an intangible asset it must first meet the definition criteria and sec-
ondly, meet the recognition criteria [23] which are divided in two main parts 
[23]: 

1. The cost of the asset could be measured reliably. 
2. The intangible asset will probably generate future economic bene-

fits to the entity. 
In order to assess the future economic benefits, the firm shall use reason-

able and supportable assumptions representing management’s best estimate of 
the economic conditions during the useful life of the asset on the basis of evi-
dence available at the time of initial recognition [23]. Usually, the cost of an 
acquired intangible asset can be measured reliable, especially .when there is a 
fee in form of cash or other monetary assets [23]. The cost comprises of its pur-
chase price and costs of preparing the asset for use [23].  

5.7. Quantifying Human Resources: Measurement and Valuation 
Models. 

Early HRA research involved the continued development of concepts and 
models for measurement, valuation and accounting for human resource cost and 
value, with several models emerging... But each has its own limitations and no 
one model has proved to be more valid than other. The table below illustrates 
the key valuation models and approaches to HRA, where each approach uses 
different types of methods to determine the value an employee [10]. 

1- ECONOMICS MODELS (Value approach) 
A- Non-purchased goodwill model (Hermanson model) 
B- Competitive bidding model (Hikimian & Jones) 
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C- Present value of future earnings model (Lev & Schwartz model) 
D- Economic value model (Pyle and Falmholtz model) 
E- Future compensation (rewards) valuation model (Stochastic Model) 

(Flamholtz model) 
F- The relationship between cause, intervention and the end result model 

(Likert model) 
G- The five dimensions model (Mayers & Flowers model) 
H- Present value of net benefits obtained model (Morse model) 
I- The discounted net certain benefits model (Ogan model) 
J- The methods of adjusted present value (Hermanson model) 
K- The changes in value of human resources model (Likert model). 
 

2- MEASUREMENT MODELS ACCORDING TO COST  
APPROACHES  
A- Historical cost model ( Flamholtz model ) 
B- Replacement cost model (Likert and  Flamholtz model) 
C- Opportunity cost model (Hekimian and Jones model) 
D- Government contribution model 

3- MULTIPLIER METHOD APPROACHES  
 
Below the discussion of some important models:  
 
1-Historical Cost Approach (Flamholtz model): The historic cost 

method is one of the more popular methods because of its similarities to normal 
accounting procedures. The model calculates an employee‘s worth using the 
total historic costs associated with obtaining and hiring the employee [10]. This 
model is closest to the conventional accounting concept, which derives the costs 
from transaction data and thus measures the investments in human resources 
[4]. A key factor here is that human resources have to be depreciated when their 
value declines [52]. Under this method capital expenditure on human assets are 
amortized over an expected life of human assets. When an employee is leaving 
early, any unrecovered expense will be treated as a loss and charged to profit 
and losses account. However it is difficult to find out the effective life of human 
assets and fix the rate at which cost will be amortized. Actual cost incurred for 
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recruiting, hiring, training and developing those human resources of the firm are 
divided into Revenue (expense) and Capital (asset) components.  

This cost may be classified as follows: 
1. Acquisition Cost containing (i) Recruitment Cost(ii) Selection 

Cost(iii) Placement Cost(iv) Campus Interview Cost 
2. Training (Development) Cost includes the following costs (i) 

Formal Training Cost (ii) On the Job Training Cost (iii) Special 
Training (iv) Development Programs. 

3. Welfare Cost include the following costs (i) Medical Expenditure 
(ii) Canteen Expenditure (iii) Specific and General Allowances 
(IV) Children Welfare Expenses (v) Other Welfare Expenditure. 

4. Other Costs include the following (i)Safety Expenditure(ii) Ex-
gratia(iii) Multi-trade incentives (iv) Rewarding Suggestions 

 
This method has the following advantages: 
(i) The method is simple to understand and easy to work out. 
(ii) The method follows the traditional accounting concept of matching 

cost with revenue. 
(iii) The method can provide a basis for valuing firm’s returns on its in-

vestment on human resources.  
 
Also this method suffers from the following limitations: 
(i) The method takes into account only a part of acquisition cost of em-

ployee. It does not consider the aggregate value of their potential services. 
(ii) It is difficult to estimate the period over which the human resource 

will provide service to the organization. It thus creates problems in determining 
the amount to be amortized over the year, 

(iii) The value of human assets according to this method goes on decreas-
ing every year due to amortization. 

 
 However, in reality, the value of human assets increases over time on ac-

count of people gaining experience. 
There are several limitations and dis-advantages to this way of valuing 

human resources [53]: 
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1. Employees can improve their skills as a result of experiences oc-
curring outside their work. These experiences do not cost the 
company money and will not be taken in consideration when val-
uing employees. 

2. People who experience the same training will profit differently 
from this training 

3. Employees can develop patents or processes which are worth far 
more than the historical costs would imply. 

4. An employee can be disturbed by sensitivity training which can 
harm the company instead of strengthen the company. 

5. Another weakness of this model is the possible absence of a con-
nection between the book value of the human assets and the actu-
al or market value [52].  

6. For this is the difficulty of calculation depreciation. Employees 
may leave the company sooner or later than expected and grow at 
different rates [53]. 

7. It takes into account only acquisition costs and does not take into 
account his potentiality. 

8. It is not clear when or up to how many years the amount should 
be amortized 

9. Amount to be amortized is not fixed. 
10. Capital cost decreases with amortization. 

 
2-Replacement cost model (Likert and Flamholtz model). This is a 

measure of the cost to replace a firm’s existing human resources. Human re-
sources are to be valued on the assumption that a new similar organization has 
to be created from scratch and the cost to the firm is calculated if the existing 
resources were required to be replaced with other persons of equivalent talents 
and experience. Likert suggests that the cost of employee should be valued 
based on what the organization would have to sacrifice to replace an employee 
if he/she leaves the organization. This includes the cost attributable to the turn-
over of a present employee, as well as the costs of acquiring and developing a 
replacement.  

The limitations of this approach are described as: 
1- There may be no similar replacement for certain existing assets 
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2- The replacement value is affected by subjective considerations and 
therefore the value is likely to differ from one another. 
  

3- It is against conventional accounting practice. 
 

3-Opportunity cost model (Hekimian and Jones model): This model is 
also known as “Market Value Method”. This is a method of measuring the val-
ue of human resources based on the economist’s concept of ‘opportunity cost’, 
where opportunity cost is the value of an asset when there is an alternative op-
portunity of using it. In this method there is no opportunity cost for those em-
ployees who are not scarce. As such only scarce people should form part of the 
value of human resources. Opportunity costs are considered as an asset value 
when the target is of an alternative use. Only scarce human resources would 
have value at any particular point of time. Opportunity cost is calculated on the 
basis of efforts made by several organizational units, profit centers or depart-
ments [52]. 

 
The limitations of this approach are: 

1. The total valuation of human resource on the competitive bid 
price may be misleading and inaccurate. A person may be a valu-
able person for the department in which he is working and may 
have a lower price in the bid when viewed by other departments. 

2. Only scarce employees are included in this method and as a result 
other employees may lose their morale, as they are not ever 
counted. 

3. It would be difficult to identify the alternative use of an employee 
in the organization. 

 
4-Present Value of discounted future earning Approach (Lav and 

Schwartz Model): In this model, developed by Lev and Schwartz [25] the fu-
ture earnings of various groups of employees are estimated up to the age of their 
retirement and are discounted at a predetermined rate to obtain the present value 
of future earnings used in the case of financial assets. It is the present value of 
future earnings. To determine this value, the organization establishes what an 
employees’ future contribution is worth to it today. That contribution can be 
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measured by its cost or by the wages the organization will pay the employee. 
The organization does not benefit by monitoring the efficiency of its investment 
in employee development because the investment has little or no impact on the 
present valuation of future earnings. According to this model, the value of hu-
man resources is ascertained as follows: 

(i) All employees are classified in specific groups according to their age 
and skill. 

(ii) Average annual earnings are determined for various ranges of age. 
(iii) The total earnings which each group will get up to retirement age are 

calculated. 
(iv) The total earnings calculated as above are discounted at the rate of 

cost of capital.  
The following formula has been suggested for calculating the value of an 

employee according to this model. 
 
 
 
 

Where: 
      = expected value for human resource for a person his/her age Y and pen-
sion age T. 
      = probability of death. 
  = expected earning for a person in period I. 
Y=specified discount rate for a person. 

 
This method has several limitations: 
(1) A person’s value to an organization is not entirely determined by the 

salary paid to him. A person may like to work at a salary which is less than 
what he actually deserves. Moreover, salary does not remain constant over a 
period of time. They tend to change in response to social, political and econom-
ic conditions. Hence, they cannot be predicted with precision and accuracy. 

(2) The model ignores the possibility that an individual may leave the 
firm for reasons other than death or retirement. Thus, it overstates an employ-
ee’s expected service life and his future earnings. This model implies that the 
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future work condition of the employee will not change over the span of his 
working life, but will remain the same as at present. 

(3) The model does not take into account the changes which people make 
during their career, from one role to another, at one or more times within the 
organization itself. This may result in the changes in their expected future earn-
ings and ultimately the value of human resources. It ignores the variable of the 
career movement of the employee within the organization. While an engineer 
might be an engineer throughout his career in the organization this model does 
not take into account the role changes of employees, where for example a Per-
sonnel Manager may become Chief Legal Officer. 

(4) The model also ignores other considerations such as seniority, bar-
gaining capacity, skill experience, etc., which may result in payment of higher 
or lower salaries to employees. Thus, the salaries paid to employees may not 
really represent the employee’s real worth to the organization. 

(5) This method does not give correct value of human assets as it does not 
measure their contributions to achieving organizational effectiveness (Scarpello, 
1989). 

 
5-Future rewards valuation model (Stochastic Model) (Flamholtz 

model): This model has been suggested by Flamholtz [13]. This is an improve-
ment on ‘present value of future earnings model’ since it takes into considera-
tion the possibility or probability or an employee’s movement from one role to 
another in his career and also of his leaving the firm earlier than his death or 
retirement. According to this model, the ultimate measure of an individual’s 
value to an organization is his expected realizable value. Expected realizable 
value is based on the assumption that there is no direct relationship between 
cost incurred on an individual and his value to the organization at a particular 
point of time. An individual’s value to the organization can be defined as the 
present worth of set of future services that he is expected to provide during the 
period he remains in the organization. 

The model suggests a five step approach for this purpose. 
Determination of the period for which a person is expected to serve the 

organization. 
1. Identification of service states (i.e. roles or posts) that the employee 

might occupy during his service career including the possibility of 
him/her leaving the organization. 
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2. Estimation of the probable period for which a person will occupy 
each possible service state (i.e. posts or roles) in future in the organi-
zation. 

3. Estimation of the value derived by the firm when a person occupies 
a particular position. 

4. The total value of the services derived by the organization by differ-
ent employees or group of employees is determined. The value thus 
arrived is discounted at a pre-determined rate to get the present value 
of human resources. 

 This model is formulated in this equation: 
 
 
 
 

Where: 
Ri = value of R group of human resource. 
P(Ri) = probability that a person will occupy specific statues. 
t=time. 
n= case of leaving work. 
R= relevant discount rate.  

 
Limitations of this model are that it suffers from nearly all the same 

drawbacks as the present value of future earnings models... In addition, it is 
difficult to obtain reliable data for determining the value derived by the firm 
during the period a person occupies a particular position. The model also ig-
nores the fact that individuals operating in a group may have a higher value for 
the organization as compared to individuals working independently. 

6-Present value of net benefits obtained model (Morse model): This 
model has been suggested by Morse [54]. According to this model, the value of 
human resources is equivalent to the present value of net benefits derived by the 
firm from the service of its employees. 
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Where: 
A = value of human assets to a formal organization. 
N = number of individuals currently employed by the organization. 
y = current time. 
T = highest time at which an individual currently employed leaves the organiza-
tion. 
     = net value of the services rendered by individual i at time t to the organiza-
tion. 
R=time value of money. 

 
The method involves the following steps. 

1. The gross value of services to be rendered in future by the employ-
ees in their individual as well as their collective capacity is deter-
mined. 

2. The value of future payments (both direct and indirect) to the em-
ployees is determined. 

3. The excess of the value of future human resources over the value 
of future payments is ascertained.  

4. The present value of the net benefit is determined by applying a 
pre-determined discount rate (generally the cost of capital). This 
amount represents the value of human resources to the organiza-
tion. 

7-Certainty Equivalent of Net Benefit Model (Ogan model): This 
model has been suggested by Pekin Ogan [28]. This is essentially an extension 
of the “net benefit approach” as suggested by Morse. According to this ap-
proach, the certainty with which the net benefits in future will accrue should 
also be taken into account, while determining the value of human resources. The 
approach requires determination of the following: 

1. Net benefit from each employee as explained under ‘net benefit 
approach’. 

2. Certainty factor at which the benefits will be available. 
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3. The net benefits from all employees multiplied by their certainty 
factor will give certainty equivalent net benefits. This will be the 
value of human resources of the organization 

 
 
 
 
 

Where : 
    = total adjusted net present values of human resources in a Professional 
service organization 
    = certainty-equivalent net benefits 
L = finishing the time of existing person in the firm. 
I= chain of existing the worker in the job 1, 2, 3…n. 
     Net certain benefits created from existing human resource in firm.  

 
Accountants differ among themselves when it comes to accounting treat-

ments and investment in human resources. They also differ on types of disclo-
sure in the financial reports. Two distinct trends in thinking are evident. Firstly, 
the traditional point of view supports accountants in addressing the costs of 
investment in human resources earning expenditures, and they disclose it in 
financial reports as an expense. This approach is defended by accountants for 
the following reasons: 

1- Adherence to conservative accounting principles which rejects any ac-
counting procedures that increase profits or increase assets. This inhib-
its acceptance of viewing investments in human resources as assets be-
cause it will have the effect of increasing profits in the short term versus 
an expected losses in the future if any human resources left the firm.  

2- Human resources may have value from the point of entity view, but 
may not be have any market value if the unit has decided to dispense 
from the work. 

3- The expansion of the disclosure to include the disclosure of investment 
in human resources may lead to achievement of the benefits to the firm , 
but at same time the expansion of the disclosure will be at a high costs 
which may exceed the benefits expected of it. 
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4- Other reasons that inhibit valuing human resources as assets relate to 
the survival of the human resources function in a firm because if their 
functional performance is calculated as costing the organization money, 
their continued existence inside the firm will be compromised.  

 
The above reasons and arguments prompted some accountants to block 

acceptance of the idea of addressing the investment costs in human resources 
and disclosed as assets. But the outlook has changed to include the provision of 
potential future economic benefits of economic unity. Moreover with increasing 
acknowledgement of the importance of HR capabilities that enable them to ac-
quire and maintain tangible assets that help achieve the goals of the firm, the 
recent trend of accountants have adopted a more contemporary view of account-
ing.  This adoption refers to treating investment in human resources costs as one 
element of assets elements and disclosed in the financial reports. Supporters of 
this trend argue that human resources is one of the most important resources 
available to the unit, and as long as the  human resource produces goods and 
provide services that we can measure its costs, there is no reasons to prevent 
accountants from measuring HR value and cost.  They can also disclose it as 
assets to support the interests of the various stakeholder parties within the firm. 
Some other recognizes that human resources represent economic benefits to the 
firm that are reflected in increasing production, profitability, growth and com-
petitiveness. Considering human resources cost as expenses rather than assets, 
means canceling out any future economic benefits. In this context, some may 
criticize the level of uncertainty about the contribution of HR in achieving fu-
ture economic benefits for the firm.  This criticism can be analyzed by using a 
real life case study involving a sports club, where players contribute directly to 
the success of football and thereby enable the club to continue operating. Thus 
they contribute directly to the achievement of future economic benefits for the 
club. Players sign a legally binding contract with the club which gives the club 
legal rights to retain their services. In addition Players can only leave the club or 
play for another after obtaining the approval from the mother club. Another 
reason underpinning a growing contemporary trend in HRA is the increasing 
technological complexity of modern business environment, and the increase in 
time required for human resources to gain experience.  In some way it can be 
regarded a barrier to entry and will make human resources realize the im-
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portance of the integrity of resources in the long term. Carper [55, p. 4] recog-
nizes how business acquisitions are being made on the basis of the target com-
pany's human resource skill level amongst managers, engineers and IT special-
ists, not on the physical plant or equipment. Finally the contemporary trend 
towards matching expenses and revenues for same financial year is predicated 
on the belief that expenses underpinning the revenues and the investment costs 
in human resources contribute to achieving revenues for several years and not 
one year. Logically then, human resources should be treated as assets, where 
yearly efforts are represented by costs amortized over several years. In addition 
the principle of disclosure of useful information should be made available for 
planning, controlling and performance evaluation. For example Professor 
Chakraborty has suggested that ‘human assets’ should be shown under the head-
ing of Investments in the Balance Sheet of an organization. He has not favored 
its position under the heading fixed assets since it would cause a problem of 
depreciation, capital gains and losses, in the event of the human resource exit. 
Similarly, he has not favored their inclusion in current assets on the ground that 
this will not be consistent with the general meaning of the term. 

5.8. Suggested model: Historical cost adjusted with discounted pre-
sent value of extra non-ordinary earnings 

As number of models have been developed to value human assets. In ad-
dition, there are two types of expenditures that could be set: 

(1) Capital Expenditure: Acquisition, Development, Retention, Update or 
up-grading and Hiring cost, Recruitment & Training cost. 

(2) Revenue Expenditure: Wages, Salaries, Bonus, Commission, prereq-
uisites, allowances and short term motivation & efficiency maintenance cost. 
Also there are expected benefits that the entity may earn from acquiring these 
human resources that exceed normal earning, or compared to non-acquiring this 
employee or in comparison with other entities. 
 The proposed calculation of future capital expenditure did not take into 
consideration the initial cost that would be amortized over the years.  Also pre-
vious models did not take into account the probability of two important factors: 

1- The probability of resigning, accidents or death. 
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2- The probability of getting benefit from acquiring specified extra bene-
fits from spending on this human asset. 

 
Given the previous attempts at developing a HRA model it is clear that it 

is not an easy task. Even highly developed models such as Stochastic model 
have limitations which are yet to overcome. It is also important that a model is 
based on a measure for which enough data is available. For example the reliable 
and verifiable cost information beside the predicted data for future benefits has 
to be determined via reliable and accurate methods, and in addition the correla-
tion between the measure and the value of human resources has to be strong. 
The business environment also has to be more sympathetic to human resource 
accounting. It is important that more research is done about the net benefit of 
human resource accounting and also about practical application in selecting the 
right measures.  

The proposed model is built on an assumption of merging the initial his-
torical cost of human resources (as explained previously) and the expected, 
extra non-ordinary future benefits from acquiring this specified human resource 
asset, discounted with a proper discount rate, while taking into consideration the 
probable likelihood of achieving this change of earning or benefit. To satisfy the 
needs of the conservative accounting policies and to include a matching princi-
ple between the earnings and cost in same financial year, the model also factors 
in the probability of that person leaving the firm or resigning or dying.  

 
The model could be formulated as: 
 
 
 

Where: 
        : are the expected value of human resource at point of acquisition. 
                      : are the historical cost functions. 
           : are the probability of attending the amount of extra-ordinary earn-
ing or net benefits. 
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    : are the amount of extra ordinary benefits or earnings correlated with exist-
ing of specified HR. 
    : are the amount of ordinary benefits or earnings correlated with absence of 
specified HR. 
     : are the probability of death, accident or resigning the job. 
t : the time line of contract. 
r : discount rate for year t. 

 
Any future capital expenditure requires re-evaluation of human assets in 

order to recalculate the amortization amount for the next years. The amortiza-
tion amount per year will then be calculated according to the equation 

 
 

 
Where: 
      = amortization for the year t. 
N = years of contract. 

This amount of amortization closed yearly in profit and losses account for 
matching of the earning recognized by certain HR assets. 

 

5.9. Conclusions 

1- Failure to recognize the value of HR in financial statements led to a 
number of misleading results such as (i) Reducing  the value of assets where  
potential investors will certainly want to know the value of human resources in 
the organization, and where analysts want to calculate the best investment re-
turns if it has all the accounting assets to hand, including human capital, (ii) 
Reducing  the value of income, as enormous expenditures of recruitment, train-
ing and human resources development, will inevitably reduce the income. 

2- It is important to ensure the availability of criteria necessary for recog-
nition of human resources as an asset. To recognize human resources as assets 
in the financial statement of financial position, depending on the definition of 
asset, which is an economic resource controlled by an entity as a result of past 
transaction, and the criteria of recognition related to probability of inflow bene-
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fits from the assets to the entity, and possibility of reliable measurement to these 
benefits. 

3- There are several models and approaches that measure the value of HR 
and suggest how to disclose it in the financial statements. Though the different 
model and methods have already been proposed for HRA, it is still extremely 
difficult to determine the actual value of the human resource of the firm. The 
non-recognition of human resources as assets creates difficulties and limitations 
of using and applying previous models and approaches, leading to the low lev-
els of credibility of each model and its ability to reflect the value of human re-
sources logically and reasonably. 

4- This paper suggests a model that would overcome some of the prob-
lems inherent in previously discussed models by taking into consideration the 
current benefits and future benefits from human resources and distributing it 
over the years of an employment contract. The proposed module for measure-
ment of human resources also factors in, estimated employees’ benefits that are 
included in the budget when acquiring a human resource, which are calculated 
for continuous years for budgeting purposes. 
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Chapter 6 

Attractiveness of seniors learning improved  
by concept of Internet treasure hunt 

6.1. Introduction 

For many years, the continuous, dynamic development of information 
technology can be observed. Initially, computers and software were used mainly 
as separated units, so the complexity of the created systems was relatively 
small. With the appearance of Web network the technology development has 
been focused on the examination of the possibility of building the software that 
not only uses the network resources, but also becomes their part and co-founder 
of the Internet. Currently, the universality of network technologies has led to the 
creation of a huge number of applications and materials. Such a large amount of 
information can be accessible by different users of different age. 

The seniors on the one hand have special needs for working with ICT 
(Information and Communication Technologies) and on the other hand have to 
be motivated in order to get involved in the topic of ICT. It will be a key 
competence for social inclusion in the future. For such reason, the research 
realized in different European countries tries to make the contact with 
technology for adults easier, through the use of its innovative methodology [1], 
[2], [3]. 

Current statistics show that the number of ICT users and Internet users is 
increasing in  all age ranges in the European societies. However, the seniors are 
still less represented than other age groups. Moreover, the rates for participation 
in using the ICT and Internet are different in different European countries. The 
percentage of the +55 group is now representing a significant part of society in 
different European countries, what reflects the necessity of keeping them 
involved actively in the modern everyday life which is very much related to 
ICT. This fact is also respected by legislation, government recommendations 
and programmes related to seniors and their education which can been found in 
each European country. 

The paper presents some results of i-Treasure project [12] that has been 
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developed by a consortium of partners of various institutions: adult education 
centers, universities and ICT research centers from some European countries: 
Spain, Germany, Romania, Poland, Greece and Turkey. The main purpose of i-
Treasure project is to help the seniors in learning new ICT. The main products 
of this project are based on the senior learners' needs as well as their 
expectations that were discovered during the first phases of the project with the 
means of surveys in all project countries. 

This project provides a new approach in learning digital skills through an 
innovative methodology of learning technologies for practical exercises, 
supported by a "Treasure hunt" game: some clues are hidden into websites and 
devices [13], [14]. The user has to discover all clues while using all these 
technologies. The purpose of playing the "treasure game" by seniors is to learn 
both some ICT and Internet tools. Training courses and practical exercises focus 
on teaching the technologies at a basic and advanced level. 

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 gives the outline of the 
situation of seniors learning in Poland, section 3 presents the identification of 
needs of two target groups (seniors and their trainers) from the point of view of 
ICT learning received in the questionnaires realized in different European 
countries. Section 4 describes the methodology of Internet treasure hunt concept 
while section 5 deals with the implementation of this methodology in i-Treasure 
approach. 

6.2. Situation of seniors learning in Poland 

In Poland, the total number of population is over 38 500 000 (statistics 
were updated on 31th December 2012 and have been extracted from GUS – 
Glowny Urzad Statystyczny, Main Statistical Office [11] ). In Poland, the total 
number of seniors is almost 11 million. It gives 28.5% of seniors in total popu-
lation. 

 
6.2.1. Legislation, government recommendations and programs related to 
seniors and their education in Poland 
 

The Council of Ministers of Poland approved the “Government Pro-
gramme for Senior Citizens Social Activity” for the years 2014-2020. The aim 
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of this comprehensive programme is to improve the quality of life of older peo-
ple through social activity and allow Polish society to benefit from the voca-
tional potential of the elderly. 

With a total budget of 280 million Zloty (approx. 66.7 million Euros) 
non-governmental organizations, social cooperatives, sports clubs and associa-
tions of local governments are invited to benefit from this program, consisting 
of two main components: 

1. The creation of a long-term policy towards seniors, based on inter-
ministerial cooperation and with expert organizations involved in pro-
jects with the elderly. 

2. A short-term policy, based on specific activities to be carried out by 
participating stakeholders. The projects to be funded by the program 
should take into account the priorities outlined by Ministry of Labor and 
Social Policy, among them: 
 Expand and improve the quality of life-long learning opportunities 

and reduce the level of e-exclusion. 
 Create the conditions for the integration of older people using the ex-

isting social infrastructure. 
 Develop different forms of social activity for the elderly, including 

the promotion of voluntarism, participation in decision-making pro-
cesses in society. 

 Increase independent living of the elderly, improving the quality of 
social services and helping to promote self-help and self-
organization. 

The Program involves the activities in four areas covering the social ac-
tivity of seniors. It is based on the following priorities: 

1. Education of older people – includes activities aimed at the develop-
ment of education addressed to seniors, to exploit the potential of mutu-
al learning, the development of innovative forms of education, includ-
ing non-formal and informal learning, the promotion of the so-called 
volunteering. 

2. Social activities to promote the social integration within and between 
generations – assumes the development of various forms of active aging 
using an existing social infrastructure (such as public libraries, commu-
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nity centers) and the inclusion of the younger generation in the joint ac-
tion, in order to build mutual understanding and develop social skills. 

3. Social participation of seniors – the activities to increase the participa-
tion of older people in public, social, economic, cultural and political 
life, which will contribute to the development of the civil society. 

4. Social services for seniors – the activities to develop different forms of 
support by increasing the availability and improving the quality of so-
cial services for the elderly. It is crucial to create local support networks 
based on the activities of volunteers in order to create the environment 
of self-help. 
 

6.2.2. Participation of seniors in trainings in Poland – forms, methods of 
trainings 
 

The most popular form of trainings for seniors in Poland are the Universi-
ties of Third Age (UTW – Uniwersytety Trzeciego Wieku). This is a formula for 
educational activities, which contributes to meet such needs of seniors as self-
study, learning about the environment, improving the knowledge and skills to 
perform socially useful activities, fill free time, keeping friendly ties, mental 
and physical stimulation, and sometimes even the teenage dreams. 

Other objectives of the UTW are: development of intellectual, social, 
physical activity of older people, to support the expansion of the knowledge and 
skills of senior citizens, facilitating contacts with institutions, such as: health 
care, cultural centers, rehabilitation centers, engaging the audience in a sports 
activity and tourism and activity for the benefit of the surrounding environment. 
In addition, they have an important role to maintain the social ties and people-
to-people communication among seniors. 

UTW in Poland operate in diverse organizational structure: 
 within and under the auspices of the universities, 
 set up by associations, foundation, 
 acting as government entities, for example by the houses of culture, 

libraries, social welfare centers. 
From the Nationwide Federation of associations of universities of the 

third age and the National Agreement of universities of the third age, it appears 
that more than 450 universities of the third age operate in Poland, which deliver 
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classes and lectures for about 100.000 seniors. The educational offer for seniors 
includes various fields (ICT, health, law, economy) and motor activities. 

 
6.2.3. Internet treasure hunt for seniors learning 
 

The concept of Internet treasure hunt provides a new approach in learning 
digital skills through an innovative methodology of learning technologies for 
practical exercises. Its aim is to provide senior citizens with skills they need to 
remain active in society, and is focused on this main target group: retired adults. 
This concept, through the practical use of Web 2.0 technologies and the latest 
devices (smart phones, tablets, etc.), pays attention to their personal purposes 
and needs in the digital age and society. It is apparent that senior education can-
not be focused only on professional education but it should be concentrated on 
personal interests. This aim was selected over others because of the lack of in-
terest of seniors in ICT courses [3], [4], [5], [9]. 

Digital skills can be divided into two groups: digital technical skills and 
digital information processing skills. Digital technical skills include the ability 
to use digital systems and tools (computers and other hardware), select and use 
software applications, and apply security measures in digital environments (pro-
tect hardware, software applications, data and personal information). “Digital 
information processing skills include the ability to: determine information needs 
(recognize, define and articulate), access information (locate, select and retrieve 
digital information), assess information (judge the quality, relevance, useful-
ness, validity of information), integrate information (interpret, analyze, summa-
rize, compare), apply information and communicate it (share digital information 
with others), create information (generate new digital content and knowledge by 
organizing, integrating, adapting and applying digital information), ...”. 

The objectives of i-Treasure are focused on two target groups, adults 
(senior learners) and trainers in adult centers: 

 to extend learning throughout the life course, 
 to increase the adult/senior participation in learning, 
 to improve key competences of seniors in ICT according to digital 

skills, 
 to respond to the needs of an aging population, 
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 to reduce the lack of interest in ICT courses and promoting learning 
in different countries with the same problem, 

 to remain active in a society, 
 to pay attention to seniors' individual social and personal needs to 

facilitate their full inclusion in the digital age, 
 to incorporate an innovative teaching methodology in adult/senior 

learning, for trainers and also for adult education providers, 
 to support modern teaching methods for trainers at European level, 
 to improve the quality of seniors' teaching. 

6.3. Identification of needs of two target groups (seniors and train-
ers) 

The identification of needs of two target groups (seniors and trainers) was 
realized based on seniors' and trainers' questionnaires performed in the research 
phase of i-Treasure project in some European countries (Spain, Germany, Ro-
mania, Poland, Greece and Turkey). The survey shows that the percentage of 
the +55 group is now representing a significant part of society in all countries. It 
reflects the necessity of keeping them involved actively in the modern everyday 
life which is much related to ICT. Most of the seniors represented in the survey 
were aged 60-70 years. The group of ICT-Trainers shows their long-year expe-
rience in ICT courses for seniors. 

To the question “What seniors do/have?” the following answers were 
identified: 

1. 63% of seniors have their own device (computer, tablet or smart 
phone) or an access to one. 

2. 66% of seniors use the device (computer, tablet or smart phone) in 
everyday life. 

3. 45% of them used a device (computer, tablet or smart phone) every-
day or almost everyday within the last 3 months. 

4. 75% have an access to the Internet. 
5. 35% of seniors use Internet in their everyday life – everyday or al-

most everyday. 
6. 69% use the mobile phones. 
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7. 62% of seniors using Internet use mobile phones and portable com-
puters to access it. 

8. Selected computer related activities were carried out by the seniors: 
coping or moving a file or folder, duplicate or move information 
within a document, using basic arithmetic formulas in a spreadsheet, 
compressing or zipping the files, connecting and installing the new 
devices, transferring files between computer and other devices, cre-
ating electronic presentations with presentation software. 

9. 60% of seniors know well or sufficiently how to use the computer 
and its devices (mouse, keyboard, printer, scanning machine). 

10. 40% of them know well or sufficiently how to develop and edit text 
documents. 

To the question “What the seniors do not do / do not have?” the follow-
ing answers were identified: 

1. 50% of seniors do not use a device (computer, tablet or smart phone) 
quite often. 

2. 52% of seniors do not use Internet in their everyday life. 
3. 34% of them do not use any mobile device to access the Internet. 
4. Most of them never worked with the following computer related ac-

tivities: creating electronic presentations with presentation software, 
installing a new or replacing an old operating system, compressing 
(or zipping) files. 

5. 60% of them do not know how to develop and edit text document. 
6. 50% of them do not know how to save, download/upload and edit 

photos. 
7. 40% of them do not know how to write/ send/ receive an e-mail. 
8. About 60% of them do not participate in social networks (creating 

user profiles, posting messages or other contributions to Facebook, 
Twitter, etc.). 

9. Seniors do not use the on-line shopping (only 17% do it). 
10. Seniors do not use the Internet banking operations (only 19% do it). 
11. Seniors do not know how to listen to the virtual radio or how to 

watch web TV. 
12. 55% of them have not carried out any public service activities on-

line for private purposes (such as obtaining information from public 
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authorities' websites, downloading official forms, sending filled in 
forms). 

13. 75% of them did not buy or order the goods or services for private 
use over the Internet. 

To the question “What are seniors interested in?” the following answers 
were identified: 

1. 51% in basic information about using computer and its devices. 
2. 49% in searching for information (on Internet). 
3. 47% in reading or downloading on-line news, newspapers, news 

magazines. 
4. 41% in participation in social networks (with the use of Internet). 
5. 39% in talking to people and seeing them at the same time (with the 

use of Internet). 
6. 36% in photos uploading, saving, editing. 
7. 35% in development and edition of documents. 
8. 29% in selling of goods or services (e.g. via auction sites). 

To the question “What do the trainers want/need to do/have?” the fol-
lowing answers were identified: 

1. Different kinds of technological equipment available for seniors in 
training institutions: personal computers, audio equipment, learning 
management system (e.g. Moodle, WebCT), digital photo cameras, 
digital video cameras. 

2. Different kinds of activities to help the trainers to increase the inte-
gration of ICT in their courses: 
 51% – time to prepare, explore and develop, 
 45% – training/courses in pedagogical use of ICT, 
 44% – technological hands-on training/courses, 
 39% – technological support, 
 36% – pedagogical ICT-support. 

3. Use of technology is important for the trainers to acquire the follow-
ing activities: 
 64% – preparing lessons, 
 59% – organizing their work and keep records, 
 59% – finding digital learning resources, 
 59% – designing and producing own digital learning resources, 
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 58% – to support seniors' creativity, 
 57% – to support various seniors learning styles and to person-

alize learning, 
 55% – communicating with senior. 

According to the survey results reflecting the interests and needs of sen-
iors the topics covered in the basic and practical exercises include: basic use of 
the computer (including use of mouse, keyboard, copy and paste, files and fold-
ers, download and storage), Google, mails, news, Facebook, dealing with pho-
tos, Skype, use of tablet. There is a special emphasis on freely available tools – 
it is not necessary for the seniors to invest in special software. Moreover, the 
survey results also confirm many of the key issues of senior learning which are 
focused on: 

 possibility of repeating the exercises as many times as required, 
 possibility of repeating the exercises at home, 
 possibility of practice with real technologies everywhere, 
 seniors' health problems with eyes, ears and coordination, 
 connection of exercises to everyday life, 
 step-by-step structure of learning, 
 methodological instructions for teachers working with target 

groups of senior learners. 

6.4. Methodology of Internet treasure hunt 

Adult education is the general or vocational education provided for adults 
after initial education and training for professional and/or personal purposes to 
provide general education in particular topics, to provide compensatory learning 
in basic skills which individuals may not have acquired earlier in their initial 
education or training (such as literacy, numeracy) and to acquire, improve or 
update knowledge, skills or competences in a specific field. Learning at any age 
it not just a topic of modern education but it has been a key issue over centuries. 
The future adult education and any kind of training for seniors will become 
more and more important and at the same time relevant for the society, 
especially for the aging society in Europe. 

The i-Treasure project sets a special focus on senior learners among the 
group of adult learners, in order to provide this group with the necessary 
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competences in ICT to make them able to participate actively in the modern 
society. 

 
6.4.1. Characteristic features of seniors learning 
 

Basically there are different types of education and learning [1], [5], [6]): 
 Formal learning (initial education or regular school and university 

education) – education provided in the system of schools, colleges, 
universities and other formal educational institutions giving a full-
time or part-time education for children and young people. 

 Non-formal learning – any organized and sustained educational ac-
tivities that do not correspond to the formal education; it may take 
place both within and outside educational institution and concerns 
the persons of all ages. 

 Informal learning – education less organized and less structured and 
may include for example learning events (activities) that occur in the 
family, at work and in the daily life of every person. 

Non-formal learning is quite common in order to acquire ICT skills and it 
can take place in adult education centers. Informal learning is very common 
within the context of ICT. Many learners, in particular adult learners, take up 
knowledge, skills and competences from their children or grand-children. The i-
Treasure course was planned to be held at adult education center in the context 
of non-formal learning. However, by working with i-Treasure tools also at 
home, the learners will also be involved in informal learning processes. 

Five types of adult learners were determined: 
1. “theoretical” learner – person interested in learning content and in 

the wider context, 
2. “application-oriented” learner – person interested in the practical use 

of learning contents for his/her daily life; motivated by doing practi-
cal exercises, 

3. model student – person who prefers trainer-guided learning to learn-
ing by doing, 

4. “unconcerned” learner – person who lacks personal motivation and 
learns just as much as it is necessary, 
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5. “tentative” learner – person afraid of learning and who needs to have 
some kind of pressure and understanding about the learning process 
in order to start with it. 

The i-Treasure approach tries to meet the needs of types 1, 2 and 3, be-
cause the senior learners in the process of lifelong learning are individually 
responsible for their learning achievement and learn only for their own benefit: 

 type 1 – “theoretical” learner: a set of different tasks with the learn-
ing process has to be provided and it is not enough to just explain the 
details, but they should also be explained in the wider context, 

 type 2 – “application-oriented” learner: the exercises and adult train-
ers in teaching and learning process have to point out the link to real 
life and practical applicability in seniors' everyday life, 

 type 3 – “model student”: senior learners are often teacher/trainer-
oriented and also highly motivated – the trainer has to be aware of 
his crucial role in this process and to provide many activities that 
help learners to complete their learning. 

 
6.4.2. Motivation for seniors learning 

 
It is important to be aware of the potential reasons why people opt for 

adult education offers on a specific topic. There are five main reasons for adult 
education [4], [5], [10]: insight that own qualifications are no longer sufficient 
to face the challenges of work, new function, key experience in personal life, 
interventions from contacts in the individual social network, individual desire 
for cultural or political education, for social communication and exchange of 
common interest. 

The target group of 55+ in European countries is well aware of the fact 
that the future challenges in the modern digital society will be related to ICT. 
The research of i-Treasure gives the identification of main seniors' motivations 
for learning ICT: 

1. I would like to feel better in my current activities thanks to a better 
ICT-knowledge: 43%. 

2. I would like to get things done at the office, the doctor etc. without 
leaving home (make appointments, search for relevant contact num-
bers, office hours, fill out the forms, ...): 39%. 
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3. I would like to check the train/tram/bus timetable: 39%. 
4. I would like to improve the quality of my life by ICT usage: 38%. 
5. I would like to check the weather: 36%. 
6. I am interested in not being excluded with respect to ICT: 35%. 
7. I would like to have something in common with the youngest gener-

ation in order to improve the relation between us: 35%. 
8. I would like to buy a train, plane ticket: 29%. 
9. I would like to watch videos, culinary trainings, DIY trainings: 28%. 
10. I would like to get in touch with old friends: 28%. 

 
6.4.3. Context of treasure hunt methodology 

 
The i-Treasure methodology with its “Treasure Hunt” game is based on 

WebQuests concept, developed in 1995 by Bernie Dodge with Tom March [7], 
[8], [13], [14]. It is based on inquiries in which most or all of the information 
used by learners is drawn from the Web. This concept focuses on using the in-
formation rather than looking for it and supports learners' thinking at analysis, 
synthesis and evaluation levels. 

WebQuests concept is Internet-based research and allows the teachers or 
trainers to preselect the sources for information. It has six essential parts: 

1. Introduction – presents the background information, like providing it 
with a role in the game. 

2. Task – description what the learners have to accomplish with regards 
to new learning content and attractive for the learner. 

3. Process – sequence of steps/tasks to be accomplished for succeeding 
with the task. It can be a set of tasks to be fulfilled by the learners in 
order to get the final clue of the game. 

4. Resources – set of different resources that the learners should use 
when working on the tasks, e.g. specific instructions how the current 
task could be solved. 

5. Evaluation – learners have to give a feedback that will evaluate their 
performance, e.g. the rule for each task is that it is possible to pro-
ceed when the last answer was correct. 

6. Conclusion – might leave time for reflection and discussion. 
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The trainers in courses of all sectors of education, including the adult ed-
ucation can use WebQuests in order to help the learners to achieve the expected 
learning results, to encourage and motivate them [7], [8], [13], [14]. 

6.5. Implementation of treasure hunt methodology in i-Treasure ap-
proach 

The treasure hunt methodology is based on the WebQuests concept and 
joined with Web 2.0 technology to teach the ICT in i-Treasure approach. Every 
senior can find an appropriate starting learning level according to their ICT 
competences and an alternative opportunity to access the adult education. The 
topics of i-Treasure are related to the seniors' everyday life, such as emailing, 
social networking, etc. These are thought to make seniors' future life easier, 
more independent from other persons and ensure the active participation in so-
ciety. 

First of all, all the information about seniors' needs and trainers' experi-
ences are gathered. Next, a list of ICT technologies to focus on was determined 
and divided into two levels of difficulty: basic and advanced level (Fig. 6.1). 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 6.1. Scheme of i-Treasure methodology 
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Seniors can provide the information about their level of knowledge in 
these technologies through a self-diagnosis tool that consists of 30 questions 
(for basic and advanced levels). This tool allows to find out which level fits 
better the knowledge of each adult. The criterion to classify seniors by basic or 
advanced level was also determined and it can be used by trainer to classify the 
senior but it can also be modified by trainers to fit their specific circumstances 
or needs. 

Next the practical exercises, including the treasure hunt game on the basis 
of WebQuests concept, were designed adapting adequately their degree of diffi-
culty. These exercises were divided into a basic and advanced course (the 
courses are also explained in the appropriate handbook). The different stages of 
the treasure hunt game are represented by the clues necessary to find to reach 
the following stages. Stage by stage, the seniors discover the clues hidden into 
different technologies: web technologies like Gmail, Google Search, Facebook, 
Skype and devices like tablets. 

According to the WebQuests concept all the game's exercises are 
wrapped in a story, in order to join them together and make the learning process 
more understandable and natural. The duration of practical exercises is 5 days 
per level with about 2-3 hours per each day (depending on the seniors' needs). 

The learning process can be adjusted to special needs and possibilities of 
seniors, e.g.: 

 some tasks can be repeated again and again at each level (basic and 
advanced), 

 stages must be as simple as possible, 
 only one or two technologies can be used every day, trying not to of-

fer too much complicated stages; the last day stage is a mix of all of-
fered technologies, trying to evaluate the global competences of the 
seniors, 

 each day session should not be too long (at most 3 hours), 
 trainer prepares his lessons individually (but can share the infor-

mation with other trainers, e.g. using the collaboration platform), 
monitors the learning process and offers seniors his help when it is 
necessary. 

The web platform for practical exercises is the technical infrastructure to 
support the learning process – it is an environment in which the game is per-
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formed and all users can interact to proceed with it. Moodle software was cho-
sen as such platform because it is user-friendly and on-line accessible. There are 
two roles defined to play in the created game: 

 adventurer (story “hero”) that is represented by each person who is 
attending the course and achieving the final certificate through all 
the game tasks and 

 librarian, who is the near senior's assistant played by senior trainer 
doing the activities like offering its accounts to seniors (Gmail, Fa-
cebook and Skype) along the exercises and using the automatic re-
sponses (canned responses) to offer clues and information during the 
game performing. 

The adventure part of the created game was divided by clues, attaching a 
question related with the story but also a new ICT technology. The senior learn-
er has to read all the instructions and answer the questions, using different tech-
nologies to move up to the next clue and finally achieve the certificate which 
puts the end to the story. The trainers have to be active in this part, supporting 
their learners with all possible issues and making their corresponding role tasks. 

Basic exercises The basic practical exercises are divided into 5 stages 
(one stage per day) and each of them is formed by several blocks with the in-
structions. The tasks in each stage cover the typical basic activities and tools 
dealing with the computers. They are useful for seniors in their everyday life 
and of course they should be explained by trainers when it is necessary. The 
topics covered by basic exercises include: 

1. Basic use of computers (including use of mouse, keyboard). 
2. Dealing with folders and files. 
3. Dealing with copy & paste. 
4. Browse on Internet. 
5. Downloading the files. 
6. Storage of files. 
7. Use of USBs. 

Advanced exercises The advanced practical exercises are also divided 
into 5 stages (one stage per day), about 2 hours per meeting. The seniors prac-
tice each day a different group of technologies, increasing little by little the 
level of difficulty. The tasks of each stage cover some basic tasks on most 
common and useful for seniors tools of current ICT technologies, such as: 
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1. Google, e.g. Google Maps, Google Search, Google Translate. 
2. Facebook social network. 
3. Skype tool with communication, calls and video-conferences. 
4. Use of tablets with their basic mobile applications. 

Up till now, more than 700 seniors attended the piloting of iTreasure so-
lution – they tested the created products, i.e. exercises and game on the pro-
posed platform. 

6.6. Conclusions 

The i-Treasure approach is developed to provide senior citizens with 
skills they need to remain active in society and it is focused on two main target 
groups: retired adults who have not been in contact with the technology for the 
last years or even who have never had anything to do with it, as well as adult 
education trainers. The i-Treasure is a new approach in which seniors acquire 
digital skills via a virtual treasure hunt game. This innovative methodology 
includes learning technologies with practical exercises in a game environment 
in which the clues are hidden in websites and devices. 

The concept presented in the paper aims at training seniors to deal with 
useful technologies in their everyday life. Their needs and preferences to be 
covered by technology were specified in special created questionnaires, so con-
sidering this information i-Treasure approach offers the training courses and 
practical exercises to learn how to manage the current ICT tools. Presented 
methodology was based on the WebQuests concept due to its practicality, sim-
plicity and traditional gaming aspect, called treasure hunt. 

The future work will concentrate on the improvement of proposed solu-
tions and adding new possibilities according to seniors' needs in different do-
mains of their life. 
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Chapter 7 

The GAMBLER – an IT system for training  
officers of the Polish Air Force 

7.1. Introduction 

High level of know-how is included in the Polish training system, a war 
game, called the GAMBLER, which utilizes the game theory for modeling mili-
tary missions. The GAMBLER uses sophisticated and advanced algorithms 
(time optimization) and mathematical methods, has a user-friendly intuitive 
interface, an editor for setting initial conditions, an AAR (After Action Review) 
function, and supports different modes of simulation. The system has been used 
for training in the National Defense University in Warsaw. Polish Air Force 
also use it for operational training of officers [3]. The GAMBLER is a comput-
er-assisted simulation tool for tactical level of air operations used in service (Air 
Force and Army). Although GAMBLER’s models have a broad spectrum of 
tactical aspects for air operations, they are used primarily for Ground Based Air 
Defense units training. Due to its detailed models of air defense assets and pro-
cesses it is commonly used at Ground Based Air Defense (GBAD) units level 
(SAM – Surface to Air Missile systems, brigades, regiments and squadrons). 

The main purpose of this chapter is to show the complexity of the 
training system developed as special IT system (war game / serious game). 
The important part of it is showing in detail examples of objects represented in 
the game. Each object participating in the simulation is defined by many param-
eters. Each simulation game gets these parameters, makes calculations in real 
time, and then visualizes the result on a computer screen. In addition, the chap-
ter presents original user interface of the system (screenshots: 1, 2 and 3). Inter-
ested readers should also acquaint themselves with original screenshots that 
showing air force tactical situation maps (screenshots: 4, 5 and 6). 

The GAMBLER models multi-sided air assets and Ground Based Air De-
fense (GBAD) forces along with defended assets and their respective logistical 
support. At the moment it is optimized for modeling two adversary sides (Blue, 
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Red) and one neutral (Green) [4]. While Blue and Red forces are able to con-
duct full spectrum of air operations, Green may be subject of air attack from any 
of the two adversary sides[5].  

Table 7.1. Characteristics of war game the GAMBLER [7]. 

Basic information 

Supplier Polish National Academy of Defense and Minis-
try of Scientific Research and Information  

Security classification Unclassified 
Command level Tactical 

Subject area Air Operation Simulation, war game, decision 
game 

Tool description 

Description 

Computer assisted simulation tool for tactical 
level of air operations used in service (air force 
and army). It is used primarily for Ground Based 
Air Defense (GBAD) units training. Gambler 
models multi-sided air assets and GBAD forces 
and at the moment it is optimized to model two 
adversary sides (Blue, Red) and one neutral 
(Green).  

Main functions (modules) 

Gambler consists of 14 modules, part of them is 
dedicated to preparation of scenarios and others 
ones are primarily dedicated for playing simula-
tion and debriefing.  
Create scenarios: selecting needed assets from 
GAMBLER respective databases and anchor 
them to select geographic coordinates. 
Displaying information: Pictograms, tabular 
information, colored zones (spheres) and lines 
along with maps are used to visualize elements of 
constructive simulation. Visibility actions in ter-
rain (day and night conditions) 
Playing simulations: fully constructive or semi 
constructive with a human in the loop. Human 
players may take tactical decisions and send 
orders to constructive assets which will execute 
them taking into account technical and tactical 
conditions. During the simulation the coordinator 
may send messages to simulation players and 
receive messages from participating players. 

Standard real-time simulation 
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Technologies 

SERVER – module used for viewing results of 
previously run and recorded simulation 
Databases: Aircraft, munitions and logistic sup-
port assets, Surface to Air Missile (SAM) and 
AAA assets, Air Surveillance and Control Sys-
tems assets, Electronic warfare assets.  

Dependencies 

GAMBLER consists of 14 modules, some of them 
are:  

 SCENARIO WIZARD - creates new sce-
narios and modifying existing ones, 

 COMMANDER - works with the simula-
tion model by the commander of Blue or 
Red forces, 

 GBAD – used by the player of Blue or 
Red forces ground based SAM Surface 
to Air Missile and AAA assets who 
works on the simulation model, 

 AIRCRAFT - used by the player of Blue 
or Red forces for simulation model. 

Business model 
Military services Air Forces, Land Forces. 

Military organization GBAD unit level (SAM - Surface to Air Missile 
systems brigades, regiments and squadrons). 

Deployment GAMBLER modules work together via LAN or 
WAN. 

Notes and Comments 

Standing out features 
Depending on the asset to simulate there is a 
specific technical and tactical data that needs to 
be loaded to the databases. 

7.2. Components of war game GAMBLER 

GAMBLER consists of 14 federated components/modules which may 
work together via LAN or WAN depending on user specific requirements. 
Some of the GAMBLER modules are dedicated to preparation of scenarios, 
while other ones are primarily dedicated for playing simulation and debriefing 
it.  
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1) SCENARIO WIZARD – a module used for creating new scenarios 
and modifying existing ones. This module is used by director of the 
exercise – simulation coordinator during simulation for controlling 
simulation and players, 

2) COMMANDER – a module used for working with the simulation 
model by the commander of Blue or Red forces during the simula-
tion, 

3) GBAD – a module used for working with the simulation model by 
the player of Blue or Red forces ground based SAM (Surface to Air 
Missile) systems and AAA assets during the simulation, 

4) AIRCRAFT – a module used for working with the simulation model 
by the player of Blue or Red forces offensive, defensive and support 
air assets during the simulation, 

5) LOGISTICS – a module used for working with the simulation model 
by the player of Blue or Red forces logistics assets during the simu-
lation, 

6) RADIOLOCATION – a module used for working with the simula-
tion model by the player of Blue or Red forces Air Surveillance and 
Control System (ASACS) assets during the simulation [2], 

7) RETROSPECTION – a module used for viewing results of previ-
ously run and recorded simulations. Basically, it is a primary tool for 
debriefing of simulation players. 

8) SERVER – a module used for communication of exercise director – 
simulation coordinator with players participating in simulation run, 

9) AIRCRAFT DATABASE – a computer application used for creat-
ing and updating a database of aircraft used for GAMBLER, 

10) DATABASE RESOURCE LOGISTICS – a computer application 
used for creating and updating a database of munitions and logistic 
support assets used for GAMBLER, 

11) DATABASE GBAD – a computer application used for creating and 
uptading a database of SAM Surface to Air Missile systems and 
AAA assets used for GAMBLER, 

12) DATABASE RESOURCE RADAR – a computer application used 
for creating and updating a database of ASACS assets used for 
GAMBLER, 
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13) DATABASE OF FUNDS OF INTERFERENCE – a computer ap-
plication used for creating and updating a database of Electronic 
Warfare (EW) assets used for GAMBLER, 

14) DATABASE OF AMMUNITION AND MEANS DESTRUCTION 
– a computer application used for creating and updating a defended 
assets used for the GAMBLER [5]. 

Databases of assets used in the GAMBLER simulation model may be 
loaded with real world weapon systems characteristics or artificial ones. De-
pending on the type of assets selected for a given simulation, a number of spe-
cific technical and tactical data areas are loaded to a database. 

Aircraft tactical and technical characteristics include: 
• name (or type) of aircraft, 
• aerodynamic characteristics, 
• fuel, 
• combat payload, 
• sensors, 
• other data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Screenshot 7.1. A user interface example – Aircraft tactical and technical characteristics form 
with COMBAT PAYLOAD data opened to add air to air missile AIM-9M. 

Aerodynamic data for aircraft include: speed (maximum, minimal and 
vertical), ceiling and range. Aircraft characteristics include Radar Cross Section 
(RCS) and sensor detection range (visual, infrared, electronic and radar). Pay-
loads are defined by types and numbers of air munitions (both standard combat 
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loads for air to air combat as well as air to surface attacks or specific combina-
tions of munitions). Additionally, external pods (RECCE reconnaissance, 
ELECTRONIC WAR) are included in the description of aircraft. For transport 
planes weight and type of cargo is defined. For air to air refueling aircraft an 
amount of fuel to be offloaded along with AAR system (boom, basket) and 
number of stations are described. Times of rearming, refueling and offloading 
are included into description. 

Surface to air missile systems (SAMs) data for GAMBLER simulation 
model are described by five broad categories: 

• name (or type) of the system, 
• technical and tactical characteristics, 
• combat potential, 
• mobility, 
• camouflage. 

Screenshot 7.2. A user interface example – SAM (Surface to Air Missile) system technical and 
tactical characteristics form. 

Technical and tactical characteristics of SAM (Surface to Air Missile) 
systems include: capability of simultaneous engagement of multiple of air tar-
gets (number of targets engaged at the same time), number of missiles ready to 
launch, a maximum number of missiles in a single salvo, missiles range, veloci-
ty and probability of kill by a single shot. Characteristic of SAM (Surface to Air 
Missile) engagement envelope include minimal and maximal altitudes, at which 
aerial target may be engaged. Times of firing sequence, switching from march 
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to firing and back are included into description. Type of missile is imported 
from GAMBLER Munitions database. Description include also SAM range of 
detection for aerial threats and elevation of radar antenna above ground level. 

Combat potential is measured by percentage, in which 100% means the 
system is fully ready to operate, and 0% means it is totally incapable of operat-
ing. This category defines percentage: which is needed for SAM system to re-
tain capability to operate (minimum potential), which is needed to consider it 
destroyed, and time needed to restore 1% of combat potential (in minutes). The 
susceptibility to air munitions is also defined. Mobility of SAM (Surface to Air 
Missile) system is described by choosing category fixed or mobile, and then 
giving road march speed, emplacement and displacement times. Camouflage 
description for SAM system is described by its susceptibility to detection by 
optical, infrared and radio electronic sensors. Antiaircraft artillery systems de-
scription for GAMBLER simulation is similar to that of SAM (Surface to Air 
Missile) systems. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Screenshot 7.3. A user interface example – –Anti-aircraft artillery (AAA) system description. 

Air surveillance and control systems (ASACS) data for GAMBLER sim-
ulation model are described by five broad categories: 

• name (or type) of the system, 
• technical and tactical characteristics, 
• combat potential, mobility, 
• camouflage. 
Technical and tactical characteristics of ASACS systems include: charac-

teristics of radar detection and tracking envelope including range, minimal and 
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maximal altitudes at which aerial targets of specific RCS may be detected and 
tracked. The time of switching on the radar when operations start is included in 
description. Description include also elevation of ASACS (Air surveillance and 
control systems ) radar antenna above ground level. 

Combat potential for ASACS (air surveillance and control systems) is 
measured by percentage, in which 100% means the system retains full opera-
tional capability and 0% means it is totally incapable of operating. This catego-
ry defines percentage: which is needed for ASACS system to retain capability to 
operate (minimum potential), which is needed to define it destroyed and time 
needed to restore 1% of combat potential (in minutes). The susceptibility to air 
munitions is also defined as a coefficient (between 0.000 and 1.000). Mobility 
of ASACS system is described first as  

a category: fixed or mobile, and then by system road march speed, em-
placement and displacement times. Camouflage description for ASACS (Air 
surveillance and control systems) system is described by its susceptibility to 
detection by optical, infrared and radio electronic sensors. 

Air Defense ground based electronic attack systems data for GAMBLER 
simulation model are described by five broad categories: 

• name (or type) of the system, 
• technical and tactical characteristics, 
• combat potential, 
• mobility, 
• camouflage. 
Technical and tactical characteristics of electronic attack systems include 

their effective jamming range against aerial systems as well as the range and 
percentage of reduction of jammed aircraft visual, infrared and electronic (ra-
dar) sensor performance.  

Description includes also susceptibility of ground based electronic attack 
system to aerial attack by defining it as point, linear or area target. 

Combat potential of ground electronic attack systems is described by per-
centage (100% – the system is fully operational and 0% – it is completely non-
operational). Combat potential description defines also percentage: which is 
needed for ground based electronic attack system to retain capability to operate 
(minimum potential), percentage of potential needed to define the system de-
stroyed and time needed to restore 1% of combat potential (in minutes). The 
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susceptibility to air munitions is also defined as a coefficient (between 0.000 
and 1.000). Ground based electronic systems are described as fixed or mobile. 
For mobile systems, road march speed, emplacement and displacement times 
are defined. Camouflage description for ground based electronic attack system 
is described by its susceptibility to detection by optical, infrared and radio elec-
tronic (radar) sensors [6]. 

Munitions database of GAMBLER simulation model includes description 
of: 

• air to air missiles, 
• air to ground missiles, 
• guided und unguided bombs; 
• unguided rockets, 
• aircraft onboard reconnaissance pods, 
• aircraft onboard electronic warfare pods, 
• SAM missiles and artillery rounds. 
The munitions available to players are stocked in depots, in airbases or 

are organic to specific weapon systems (e.g.: number of SAM missiles on vehi-
cles). Air to air missiles description includes: 

• type of missile, 
• maximum range of missile, 
• effective engagement range, 
• velocity of missile, 
• probability of kill, 
• range of missile guidance system, 
• missile weight. 
Air to surface missiles and bombs descriptions used in GAMBLER muni-

tions database include: 
• type of missile or a bomb, 
• velocity, 
• range, 
• missile or bomb destructive power, 
• radius of destruction, 
• probability of direct hit, 
• missile or a bomb weight. 
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Additionally, description of air to surface munitions includes the type of 
warhead: 

• anti-radiation, 
• general purpose, 
• hard targets, 
• runway blocking. 
Reconnaissance pod for aircraft defined in GAMBLER munitions data-

base are defined by: 
• reconnaissance pod name, 
• weight, 
• range of its visual, infrared and electronic (radar) sensors, 
• access time to RECCE – reconnaissance data (near real time or after 

landing, then in minutes), 
• minimal and maximum altitudes of flights with RECCE (reconnais-

sance). 
For electronic warfare pods, name, range and intensity of jamming as 

well as weight are defined. SAM missiles and artillery rounds are described by 
type and weight. Munitions database includes also descriptions of external fuel 
tanks and airlifted cargo. Defended assets database of GAMBLER simulation 
model includes description of ground based forces or objects that may be sub-
ject to aerial attack. Characteristics of a defended asset include: 

• category (divided further into fielded forces, bridge, logistic installa-
tions etc), 

• initial combat potential, 
• susceptibility to aerial attack, 
• level of destruction needed to declare it not operable, 
• level of combat potential needed for operating, 
• march speed (if mobile), 
• time needed to start march or combat operations, 
• camouflage capabilities. 
All systems, munitions and defended assets are described additionally by 

cost category. It defines how much it costs to use or lose a specific asset. 
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7.3. The mechanism of creating game scenarios 

Depending on the objectives and scale of the simulation, different sets of 
assets may be included into a scenario. A basic way to create a new scenario is 
to select needed assets from the respective GAMBLER databases and anchor 
them to selected geographic coordinates. Logistic support for those assets need 
to be pre-programmed, so that combat units have sufficient fuel and ammo to 
start the simulation. For constructive players, rules of engagement are preselect-
ed, and tactical tasks are assigned. Operational time, tempo and meteorological 
conditions are defined. 

For human players assignment of assets, tasks and chain of command are 
established as the starting point for playing simulation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot 7.4. Initial setup of Red and Blue forces assets included in a GAMBLER scenario. 

7.3.1. Displaying information 
 
Data may be displayed for human players in different forms. Pictograms, 

tabular information, colored zones (spheres) and lines along with maps are used 
to visualize elements of constructive simulation. Depending on particular play-
ers requirements and their roles during simulation one or more means of visual-
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ization may be used at the same time. Left-click pops up information linked to 
pictograms of weapon systems, logistics or defended assets. The layers of visi-
ble information do not affect modeling tactical air operations [4]. 

GAMBLER synthetic environment takes into account visibility, terrain, 
day or night conditions. The model has built-in adjustments in ranges of visual, 
infrared and electronic (radar) sensors dependent on visibility conditions. That 
feature is clearly visible for modeling of SAM and ASACS (Air surveillance 
and control systems) operations, in which terrain obstacles influence size and 
shapes of radar coverage and SAM engagement zones. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Screenshot 7.5. Effects of terrain elevation and obstacles on radar coverage. 

Depending on the simulation objectives and players the area displayed on 
computer screens may be switched from 640 x 480 to: 320 x 240, 160 x 120, 80 
x 60, 40 x 30, 16 x 12, 8 x 6 or 4 x 3 kilometers. Thanks to that feature of 
GAMBLER, the situation displayed on players’ computer screens remains de-
tailed enough for different levels of GBAD command and control. 
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Screenshots 7.6. Changing the scale of displayed map. 

7.3.2. Playing simulation 
 
There are two modes of playing simulation with GAMBLER. Simula-

tions may be fully constructive or semi-constructive, with a human in the loop. 
Human players may make tactical decisions during simulation and send orders 
to constructive assets, which will execute them taking into account technical 
and tactical conditions (fuel and munitions availability, range, time limitations 
etc). Rules of engagement for human players are set by simulation coordinator 
and Blue or Red air defense commanders. Rules of engagement for constructive 
players may be preprogrammed or changed during simulation. Types of mis-
sions defined for aircraft: RECCE (reconnaissance), air to air, air to ground, air 
to air refueling, air transport. SAM assets may be assigned a specific Weapon 
Control Status (Weapons Free, Weapons Tight, etc.) for a whole time or a spe-
cific period of constructive simulation. SAM may be preprogrammed for specif-
ic tactical behavior for engagement of aerial threats (engaging the most danger-
ous or the closest threat, etc). ASACS and EW assets may be programmed tak-
ing into account specific rules. Constructive players may be programmed to do 
exactly and only what tasked, to do what can be done within predefined tactical 
priorities, or to remain inactive do nothing. Complete replays of previous simu-
lations or chosen parts of them may be conducted at various speeds depending 
on the specific requirements of the users. 

During the simulation, the coordinator may send specific messages to the 
players and receive messages from them, control their status, modify weather 
conditions, and stop or change the pace of simulation. He or she may decide on 
restarting the simulation from any given point again. The coordinator is also 
responsible for saving simulation results in a file for further debriefing and re-
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plays. Simulation players control their respective assets by assigning them tacti-
cal tasks, controlling the execution and receiving mission reports [8]. 

7.4. Conclusions 

The need for computer assisted training environment is obvious for 
commanders of all ranks. What is more, users need to control their training pro-
cess which creates a special relationship between users, software producers and 
developers. The systems can be further developed on the base of suggestions 
from competent users. These users will decide on further development of the 
system and its new functions [7]. 

The majority of complex processes in Military Forces are supported by IT 
tools. No matter how many computer tools to support will be developed, all of 
them should find applications, which are built according to the required stand-
ards. Overall evaluation of GAMBLER needs to take into consideration that it 
was created specifically to meet detailed requirements of target users. Being a 
computer-assisted simulation tool for tactical level of air operations used in Air 
Force service and its primary use is tied to Ground Based Air Defense units 
training. Thanks to the use of detailed models of air defense assets and process-
es GAMBLER is commonly used at GBAD (Ground Based Air Defense) units 
(brigades, regiments and squadrons). 

One may assess high fidelity of GBAD (Ground Based Air Defense) op-
erations at tactical level as GAMBLER most obvious capabilities. Combined 
with digital terrain maps GAMBLER offers state of the art radar coverage and 
fire envelope calculations. That specific feature is regularly used in training for 
deployment of GBAD (Ground Based Air Defense) units and creating MEZs 
(Missile Engagement Zone). GAMBLER is open for creation of new players 
outside conventional air threats spectrum. It allows creation of objects such as 
small UAV’s (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle), terrorist airplanes etc. to play crisis 
response scenarios. It requires however a lot of effort and time to prepare an 
appropriate database for new scenario. This is the truth especially for new types 
of weapons or defended assets which needs to be defined prior training in order 
to be implemented into simulation model. Currently GAMBLER is optimized 
for a rather small number of airborne players. As it simulates every airborne 
threat with a large number of features against GBAD (Ground Based Air De-
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fense) assets (with similar number of features), it usually makes sense to play 
rather tens than hundreds of aircraft and GBAD (Ground Based Air Defense) 
systems. 

Air–land interface, that could be used for Close Air Support and com-
bined combat operations is limited in GAMBLER, so it should rather be used 
for air defense or extended air defense scenarios than for combined operation 
battle simulation. 

GAMBLER represents a type of modern and sophisticated simulation 
games considered to be the most effective and future-oriented training tools [1].  
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Chapter 8 

Management through entertainment 

8.1. Introduction 

In 1944 John Huizinga created the term Homo Ludens, Man the Player, to 
describe an ordinary man. In his book, published under the same title, he proved 
that play is present in everyone’s life and nothing has changed since the Stone 
Age. 

 Huizinga even wrote that “Play is older than a culture”. Moreover, even 
animals play and this act is essential on the path of socialization. He explains 
that play is more than a need to relax, it is also a training, an education path, for 
a young creature to develop certain skills and knowledge needed in future life 
[8]. More importantly, play is enjoyable, so why not use it for education? Espe-
cially, play has educational purpose itself, as it was explained. However, it 
might teach much more than social behavior. Also, it might be used to attract 
students to some areas. It may show that gaining knowledge might actually be 
fun.  

Utilization of play, fun and games for educational purpose is called edu-
tainment. Play may be used also in management, and such an example of usage 
will be explored further in this article. 

 
The world of gamification  

 
One often hears a word and repeats it without thinking what it actually 

means. A game or gamification is nothing more than creation of a new world. 
That is why it is important to understand its elements, not only the name. In this 
part of the chapter, the most often used elements will be described, as well as 
some distinction will be made for better understanding of the subject and case 
studies that are going to be presented next. 
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Play 
 
Play is a part of reality, but not the reality itself. The borders must be 

clear. Although no instruction is written, the rules are unspoken and one learns 
them by experience. A player should not transfer rules or activities appropriate 
in play to other situations that are not play. One must differentiate between the-
se two worlds. Play has its own time and place, as well as rules. However, one 
may transfer gained skills or knowledge from play to other situations and this is 
highly appropriate. Play is a joyful and, what is very important, voluntary ac-
tivity that is motivated intrinsically and it is totally absorbing for the player 
[11]. One may use play to forget about ordinary problems, simply forget about 
reality that might be unsatisfactory. He or she may also develop a new role as a 
player, and this possibility is not brought by ordinary life, but teaches some-
thing new or fulfills one’s needs. Furthermore, a need for competition and win-
ning must be added to explanation of play. All of that leads to one conclusion: 
play serves something more than the play itself [8].  

Huizinga pointed in his book that we can describe “play” by opposition to 
“seriousness” but that may cause misunderstanding that play is not serious, 
while it is a very serious activity with outcomes that influence one’s identity or 
daily activities. Eric Berne, a Canadian psychologist, in his book “Games peo-
ple play” explained that all human being interpersonal communication is a 
game. Not only flirting, which is a well-known game played by the society, but 
ordinary greetings are one too. The response is gratification, a gained point, one 
may say. A lack of response is the player’s failure. However, those are not zero-
sum games, which means one does not have to win at other’s loss. The purpose 
of these games is adaptation to the society, and a role that one has in it, showing 
appreciation to others, which leads to being more accepted and popular in the 
group that one lives in [1].  

The benefit is self-esteem (if one acts as the society expects, one is more 
liked and feels better about him/herself), an accountable reference group, and, to 
put it shortly, all psychological factors that make us feel good about ourselves 
and about people among whom we live. Both Berne and Huizinga highlighted 
the fact that play’s purpose is not a material, tangible prize, but some internal 
outcomes (like the ones listed above). When play is structured and goal-
oriented, we refer to it as a game. 
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A game 
 
In the last couple of years, since 2010, utilization of games in enterprise 

got higher. Specialist, especially the one from marketing market, treat games 
and gamification as the right solutions to all problems. Academics from differ-
ent fields proceed with research on games, trying to find out what the outcomes 
and mechanisms are, and what drives people into them. On the basis of their 
findings, we may point out a few key elements that create a game. However, 
firstly, a story should be told. In order to prove how powerful game elements 
are, Jane McGonigal, one of the most well-known game designers, recalls in her 
book “Reality is broken” a story from Herodot’s “Historiae” about people of 
Lydia and the natural disaster of extreme famine that lasted for 18 years. This 
history is from the 8th century B.C. For all these years their lives were split be-
tween days they were looking for food and days they played. A day of play after 
a day of hunting. It is believed that the Lydian invented boarders and dices. 
When the time of hunger was over, another disaster came to these people, and it 
was drought. The tribe was then divided into two groups: one led by the old 
king, and the other by his son. The two groups competed to decide which one 
should go to look for a new place to live, and which group should stay. There 
was no fight in which brother had to kill brother, but a game tournament [11]. 
Highly civilized people, one shall agree.  

What is actually a game? The explanation should begin with pointing a 
narration, a plot as the main characteristic. In the case of Role Playing Games 
(RPG), it is a well-built history with an explanation of who is who, and a de-
scription of different characters, their abilities, etc. It should be pointed out that 
RPG are not only video games, or card games. In the case of simple games, it is 
just a path of challenges, a mission which starts with a simple task, where a 
player might use his or her own skills and knowledge from his/her own experi-
ence, but the game teaches him/her also something new. However, all is kept 
simple. With each task becoming more and more complicated, new skills and 
knowledge might be acquired. This is called an activity loop [16]. The player 
must also show some manual skills or intelligence. To be able to do it, the play-
er must be interested in playing. Biology helps here. Whenever one believes that 
something was gained by him/her and success was achieved, his/her brain pro-
duces the hormone dopamine which makes one want more. Fiero is an Italian 
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word that stands for something more than a pride, and describes well the mo-
ment of dopamine’s explosion. This feeling also makes people pursue a task 
that one perceives as doable [11]. Such urges and games cannot be done without 
flow. This term was created by Mihaly Csikszentimihaly to stand for an emo-
tion that is felt while performing a task one can use his/her already-gained expe-
rience, but also must learn something new, and not easy-new, since the task is a 
challenge, but also not as hard as to drop it. Flow is also about curiosity of ex-
ploring.  

Points, badges and levels, as well as progress bars and leaderboards are the 
most often used symbols of one’s progress and achievement in a game. Often 
they mislead professionals who only bother to use these five elements and call 
something a gamified system. It is just wishful thinking because PBL (points, 
badges, leaderboards) will not create a different world to which one can jump 
and separate oneself from daily activities. It might be motivating since competi-
tion takes over, but it is not a game, play or gamification. Nonetheless, transpar-
ent PBL is a very important part of it. It is also the way of giving a feedback to 
the player. As it was written already, the purpose of a game is to teach and 
without feedback one will learn nothing. Not less important part of the game is 
a prize. We can define an internal and external prize. Both drive players to play 
and are important. As internal prize we can list: happiness (also thanks to do-
pamine), pleasant feeling and self-esteem, socialization, affiliation, identity. 
External prize is tangible and visible for others. A badge might be one of it, 
privileges or a car [4]. 

 
Gamification 

 
What does gamification mean? Kevin Werbach, a well-known researcher of 

this topic, explains it as utilization of game elements and mechanisms in activi-
ties that are not a game [16]. What is the difference? A game is an artificial 
world. It might be a video game, where the board is clear and one needs elec-
tronic devices, a computer or a game console to play. However, it may also be a 
card role playing game, where each player is playing a role, just like in theatre, 
in that case they do not follow the script, but rules from the manual and the 
master of the game. Gamification is play within daily activities. It may be used 
whenever some social behavior is planned to be changed. It also can rise com-
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pany’s profit. Loyalty points are often used as one of the examples, even though 
researchers and professionals often argue that it is not gamification. As it was 
mentioned in the introduction, gamification may be used at school as a teaching 
tool. A simple, but great example is dividing each subject into small task, 
providing points to students as constant feedback and creation of leaderboards. 
The prize is better than a grade. Students compete with each other but some-
times should also work with each other to get better results. This way classes 
are not that boring, students can learn in an easy and funnier way. Moreover, 
they acquire new skills that are brought by the game elements, like more prob-
lem solving set of mind [2]. Teachers are often disappointed by the lack of mo-
tivation and activities from students. Many factors cause it. Why not provide 
prizes and constant feedback instead of complaining and poor grades, which are 
not motivational? Research shows that human beings are more motivated when 
they can expect something good or help others. Moreover, a study conducted in 
the M.I.N.D. laboratory in Helsinki shows that if a game, or a gamified system, 
is well-built, negative feedback (e.g. a smaller amount of points, a lower badge) 
is not seen as something negative, and players have a combination of positive 
feelings occurring in that situation [11].  

Gamification may be also used to teach more appropriate and expected 
social behavior. A great example here is a trash bin. People do not pay attention 
where they throw trash. In public places it can be a nightmare. So why not cre-
ate a trash bin that would make a noise of falling into a deep gap when trash is 
being thrown into it. Thanks to this simple trick people would associate this 
boring activity with fun, and are more willing to do it. Another example are 
traffic lights. Many people are too focused on their need to be somewhere faster 
that they do not pay attention to, or simply do not care about them. That is dan-
gerous and can cause not only deaths, but also traffic and communication prob-
lems. It is also cost consuming. In Lisbon, one of marketing agencies was asked 
to come up with an idea and change it. So they built a booth in one part of the 
city where everyone could come in and dance to the chosen music. Based on 
that, a simple animation was created and featured as red light [7].  

Finally, gamification may be used in enterprises. Examples are various, 
and many of them might be listed; from recruitment activity, through making 
the company more visible, to the motivation of external and internal customers. 
There are a few categories of gamification used in companies. When it comes to 
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internal clients, one might distinguish the following categories: a gentle guide 
(the project is cut into small tasks and challenges, helps also to maintain focus 
without thinking about the larger picture that may be scary), a company collabo-
rator (helps people to socialize within the team or firm, the main goal is better 
communication), company challenge (the simplest and most productive catego-
ry, helps to reach the target, most often designed as two groups competing with 
each other) [4]. Since the subject of this article is management through enter-
tainment, there is no need to go through the external enterprise gamification. 

8.2. Management challenges 

Even though a number of management masters or people that graduate 
from MBA studies is high nowadays, managers struggle with many challenges. 
Partly because the educational system is not adjusted to today’s world, and part-
ly because a manager is not always someone who majored in management. 
Companies, especially the big ones, prefer internal recruitment for the top posi-
tions, seeing a value in the deep understanding of the company and people 
working there. Often the problem also lays in personality. Today, management 
is not only about assignment assets to the task or project, but also about leading 
and persuasion. For the purpose of the article, managers from one of the most 
innovative, multinational IT corporations were examined to learn what kind of 
challenges they face. The interviewed managers are from the Czech Republic, 
Slovakia, Poland, Austria and Hungary, and are mapped as sales people. 

 
8.2.1. A new generation 

 
One of the listed challenges was the new generation of employees in the 

company. However, the problem is broader, and might be described as various 
generations in one group, expecting something different, yet having to com-
municate and cooperate with each other.  

Not that long ago managers had to learn how to cooperate with the gener-
ation Y, and now digital natives, generation Z, came to the workplace. It may 
seem like just another letter in the alphabet, but it is much more. Firstly, it 
should be pointed out that while the new are coming, the old ones are still in the 
company and they all have different expectations and communication patterns. 
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While the old in the examined group, who will be called the old guards in this 
chapter for the lack of scientific name, are people more than forty-five years 
old. They, are often experts in the national market, they also want to simply be 
able to do their job. For them all is clear: there is a job to be done, so it should 
be done, the order or favor to do something, and the needed action. They al-
ready have families, traveled the world, they want to enjoy houses they live in. 
They are not looking for the fun or a path of development. Generation Y refers 
to people born during the 1980s and at the beginning of the 1990s. They are 
more technologically savvy, but also more focused on themselves. They have 
expectations and look for a place right for them. They are a more varied group, 
but what they have in common is the lack of loyalty. They do not expect to 
work in one company for all their lives, which also differentiates them from 
Generation X, the earlier one, but they will work in one place as long as they 
see a chance of development, and wages, although important, are not the priori-
ty. Generation X should be explained as well. X’ers are between first described 
group and Generation Y. They are the most self-oriented and the least con-
cerned about the world around them. They are very pragmatic and like to be 
active when there is something out for them. Finally, Generation Z is the most 
diverse group that needs constant feedback and socialization. While growing up 
they have been bombarded with communication from the external world, such 
as billboards, commercials, people talking; they need constant change to stay 
focused. Since this generation is just coming to the workplace, there is not much 
to be said about their behavior as employees. 

Companies have problem with not only how to attract those people, but 
also how to keep the best and diverse talents. The old guards have a task and do 
it, they do not need constant feedback, nor do they expect one. Generation X is 
focused on the work as well, however they want to have a development plan, a 
career path and clear rules. They want to also see the profit. Generation Y is 
more time-consuming for the manager. He/she should think not only about their 
enablement, but also about clearly saying what they do well or what may be 
done better. To make them productive, they should be assigned to the right pro-
ject. Focal point reviews or evaluation meetings once a year may not be enough, 
especially when they just started. However, they do not like to feel pressured or 
distrusted. In the task they like to see a challenge. The members of Generation Z 
are often travelers, they traveled when they were children, their parents provid-
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ed them with all goods, especially video games. However, they also grown up 
in the world of recession and war against terrorism. They are more tolerant, but 
they also have a need of communication like the one from video games: clear 
rules, clear roles, feedback, achievements, challenges and small tasks. They 
might have great minds of problem solvers, but in the big picture they may lose 
them. Only 3 out of 10 interviewed managers belonged to Generation X. The 
others are the old guards. All of them are male. Their understanding of younger 
generations is limited, they often asked for corporate guidance. This is also the 
way to see a leader who understands people better, thanks to intuition and expe-
rience, and this is how he/she can better communicate with younger genera-
tions, how he/she can lead them [3]. 
 
8.2.2. Red tape 

 
All interviewed managers agreed that there are too many applications for 

personal development and people management. The problem is not only that 
many do not know which one to use and how to do it, but also that one is over-
laden with communication about courses, workshops, knowledge to gain, and 
one is not motivated to do it. Of course it is an inside problem for corporations, 
which is characteristic not only for this specific firm. However, it also shows 
lack of prioritization and clear expectations, or one should say goals. 

The point made here is that there are many ways to develop own team 
member, but not enough time to think what that person may actually need. It is 
very rare for the company to create a development plan for each employee. Of 
course, managers when they see something that may be applied for their em-
ployees, offer it. All managers agreed that if someone came to them and asked 
for a development plan, they would take time to investigate possibilities and to 
think, and they were happy to do it. It takes a specific set of mindset from both 
sides. Only the best managers, while working with another person, think about 
where he/she can be in the future and what the added value is for the company.  

During the day employees and their managers have many responsibilities, 
and among them the thought: where I want to be in the future, where I want that 
person to be is often lost. Sales people are achievers and hard competitors. They 
do not see much value in courses or development if that is not a direct target. 
Even when corporation’s newsletters inform them about sessions or classes 
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thanks to which they can gain knowledge, they rarely take it. That applies to 
younger employees. The old guards and Generation X think broader. However, 
even though they seldom share with mangers the idea of taking some certificate 
which basically leads to assigning them other goals that might interfere with 
personal development. Red tape here stands for being crashed by possibilities 
and not using them. 

 
8.2.3. Lack of motivation 

 
In companies, there is a lack of motivation not only for self-development, 

but also to work. Studies show that almost 70 per cent of Americans think about 
themselves as neither engaged in nor attracted to their own job [5]. Research 
also proves that the gamified environment is more attractive to employees [12]. 
Meeting with customers is treated as a task that leads to something, rather than a 
boring duty. Examined company is recognized as an enterprise group which 
means great deals, the biggest clients, and abstract amounts of money. Money 
may motivate only to some extent. 

To not be misleading: it is not like an employee will give up his/her sala-
ry or agree to smaller wages. No. He/she will fight to be paid well. As it was 
stated above, the interviewed managers were responsible for sales mapped peo-
ple, who are a type of achievers. This group will always go for an extra per cent 
of the income. However, not everything may be achieved by an ordinary sales 
activity. To be a good sales person, one should consider a mentor, trainings, and 
coaching. Time for placement survey and better self-understanding should be 
taken as well. Those people are motivated to fight for the customer or a deal, 
but less motivated to, e.g. hone their skills or keep in touch with the customer 
that does not bring money right now to the company. Such people usually 
choose the easiest way, like inviting for the meeting technical specialist in case 
that customer asks, even the easiest, question on technology instead of learning 
something about the company’s portfolio.  

All of that is reflected in the company income. There is also an additional 
problem: managing people in the time of crisis. Keeping them motivated to 
work while their shares are smaller or must be cut, or when the target is set 
higher. The lack of motivation is not only present in the case of self-
development but also in other activities required but the ones that do not bring 
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tangible results, like reporting. The company’s income must be right with fore-
casting, but reports shall be filled as well. Only then, higher level managers, 
often outside of the country where the targeted people work, are able to see 
what someone is doing and on what he/she is spending company’s money. The 
lack of motivation reflects on the poor quality of reports. Most often situation 
is: the average of opportunities is set and an employee indorses only as many 
opportunities (presentations, meeting with customers, pricing activities) to the 
system as it is set by the average. That means some of it is free creativeness and 
some chances are missed.  

 
8.2.4. Stress 

 
The interviewed managers also pointed out talent management which is 

not easy to do when not much can be offered, and stress in sales family job is 
high. A deal after a deal without time to relax may cause many problems. All 
interviewed managers emphasized how important it is to have a place and time 
to relax. It may be home, or a fun night out, something to restart. 

These problems are related not only to health issues, such as high blood 
pressure, heart illnesses, sleep deprivation, but also problems with concentra-
tion, lower performance, problems with communication and the one in balanc-
ing life and work (more stress can cause transferring it to personal life, which 
causes more stress). Stress causes burnout which leads to mistakes, the lack of 
effectiveness or motivation to show up at work, which may even push one into 
faking medical records [15]. Someone who experiences burnout also feels de-
pressed, disappointed and sees no perspectives. The manager of indirect sales 
hub in Prague agreed even on regular nights out for the whole team as a closing 
point of blizday. A day when new campaign for product is open, demand gener-
ation expectation are high and the same targets for all sales. During the entire 
work day his people call and introduce customers to new products. This day is 
also designed in the mood of gamification: small task, some fun, even a special 
color of a clothes is assigned to that day. All of that to motivate. Going out with 
your own team has another outcome: it helps with communication. The lack of 
formality and new situations, being out of the corporation structure bring people 
closer. 
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However, managers do not always have a budget for informal activities. 
That would be too perfect. Stress causes crises and does not help in people 
management. How to lead or manage a person that is not easy going due to a 
long period of stressful situation? This employee’s mood is brought home and 
from home to work creating a vicious circle. Burnout also causes aggression 
and the lack of respect for customers and coworkers, which is dangerous for 
business, creates hostile atmosphere at work and influences others [10]. Some-
times a simple observation of team members helps, sometimes advice or show-
ing appreciation. Moreover, not putting any extra pressure and manager’s own 
self-esteem and confidence might be the blessing. However, that brings us to a 
point where simply not everyone can be a manager. 

 
Some problems are caused by poor management or poor leadership. The 

lack of understanding or empathy is damaging not only in a workplace. People 
create companies. They are the core of each organization. That is why it is so 
essential to manage and lead them in a way that not only motivates them, but 
also empowers them. 

8.3. Management through entertainment 

Jane McGonigal in her book “Reality is broken” explains that comparing 
reality to a game (should be added, a well-designed game) is simply lame and 
inadequate. Games help us be better. It is because they bring more joy, happi-
ness and hope. They are social and provide connection and relativeness to oth-
ers. Activities there have a meaning, because a project is divided into small 
pieces. Moreover, games help us to show the best of our strengths. McGonigal 
writes: “Compared with games, reality is too easy. Games challenge us with 
voluntary obstacles and help us put our personal strengths to better use” and 
“Reality is unproductive. Games give us clearer missions and more satisfying, 
hands-on work” [11]. Goals or targets are not just a set of products that should 
be set or activities that should be done. It is something to look forward to 
achieving, something that brings hope of success, setting up a clear goal is the 
easiest way to boost one’s productivity. Gabe Zichermann, a professional 
gamifier and researcher of the topic, says that employees want what games 
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have: fairness, transparency, feedback, trust, communication, engagement, 
productivity and education [17]. 

Taking into consideration work environment of the interviewed manag-
ers’, transparency and fairness is clearly a problem, as it is in all huge compa-
nies. As it was already pointed out, the lack of feedback is a problem for the 
younger generation and causes poor performance and motivation. Trust and 
communication is always an issue when two people meet. Engagement and 
productivity, on the other hand, is a dream for managers. That is why games are 
perfect in a workplace. Even the old guards, the ones who do not need constant 
feedback, may take something out of it, because they will learn and communi-
cate with other, socialize and belong to the group. Even though it is not the pri-
ority for them, it is hard to believe someone can say no to fun. 

 
Coming to the point: in the next few paragraphs let’s explore some ex-

amples of using fun and games in management, problem that it solved, and out-
comes of it. 

 
8.3.1. Case study #1: role playing workshop 

 
Role play games may tell us something about our identity. They also 

teach us skills that we usually do not have a chance to explore. Moreover, be-
cause they are so entertaining, they may be used in a battle against illiteracy 
[14]. 

As it was explained before, managers have problem with the lack of mo-
tivation when it comes to other activities than taking care of customer’s order or 
working on a deal. While other activities are needed for company’s purpose, 
e.g. to control or budgeting, or to actually for employee's development to enable 
him/her to perform work in the best way. That is why some companies started 
to use role playing games to teach employees new skills, like negotiating, over-
coming obstacles or even for recruitment. Most often professional coaches are 
hired to prepare a script and the narration of the game. Before that happens, it 
must be explained who will play, what kind of personality he/she has and what 
is the goal. When it comes to communication workshop, it is quite simple: one 
person is a customer, another is an expert from the company, and yet another is 
an observer. Roles change after one round. Everyone brings an extra mile to the 
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exercise, since they often meet with different customers and different questions 
addressed to them. By wanting to be tricky, they ask the hardest questions to the 
partner, and build a story that never happened. This way the competition is also 
brought to the exercise. 

Moreover, sales people have the habit of talking a lot, like they want to 
outtalk the customer so that he/she does not want to raise any questions or 
doubts. Technical experts, on the other hand, are very niche-oriented. Role play-
ing games help them to see how the other side feels and to learn from the expe-
rience of others, exchange the ideas and some hints. It also helps to gain self-
esteem and knowledge of the product, especially when a new one is introduced. 
It is also a practice of communication: using the right words, correct sentences 
and practice. The best performers say it is all about practice. Communication, 
especially with the customer is also about prices. Coaches often point that the 
structure of sentence may cause doubts and confusion that is why it is so im-
portant to practice it in less stressful situations. This also shows that gaining 
knowledge may be fun.  

 
8.3.2. Case study #2: Games 

 
Games may be used to educate, not only in schools but also in business. 

HP TechTeam is a great example of it. Under this name a series of games was 
published on www.hppolskadlabiznesu.pl, a few levels on each business units, 
like networking, servers, storage. The goal was product placement and propaga-
tion of the brand. However, it was not all. A networking series was also de-
signed to teach a specific methodology and a way of thinking for this type of 
technology, so that partners, who are the target of all series, learn how a given 
product works. This was possible due to a graphical interface. Furthermore, as 
gamers admitted, games influenced their will of exploring – they were willing 
to spend more time looking for the best solution, reading technical specifica-
tions or simply communicating with other gamers and sharing best practices. 
There is no doubt that a game is a much more pleasant way of introducing the 
product than a business presentation.  

Another great and well-known example is the Microsoft Language Quali-
ty Game. Testers’ work is very important for the quality of the product, but also 
tiresome. A routine is killing, especially when one has to do something effec-
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tively. One must check the same looking parts or communication. That was the 
case in the Ross Smith’s team, who is the head of Test Department at Microsoft. 
He knew that boredom caused by routine is an issue for his employees, and a 
new operating system was about to come out. This product is localized in real 
time, which means translations for all available languages must be ready from 
day one. The employees often missed mistakes while checking the communica-
tion. The solution was phenomenal. Microsoft created a game. Employees from 
different national branches could choose to take part in it and check communi-
cation, gain points, etc., or not. Afterward, the best national team was chosen 
and the prize went for charity. It also showed that letting people know they may 
change something in the life of others is more motivational that giving them 
something tangible. Many employees spend free, unpaid time just to make their 
company and the product more successful. Over 500 thousand communication 
screens were checked by over 4500 employees [4]. The job was done faster than 
expected. Is that not a dream of every company? Nonetheless, games are used in 
the business environment also in different cases. A great example is a card 
game, even the simplest one. A team is divided into smaller groups and the in-
struction of the game is provided to each group – one instruction per group. The 
most important rule is that communication within the group and between groups 
is prohibited, as well as any use of mobile devices. The time for learning the 
instruction is limited, then is the instructions are taken away and players should 
start the game. After one round winners and losers change the group. Commu-
nication is still not allowed. All players received the same instruction so every-
one in a room should understand the game the same way. Quickly it can be ob-
served that it is not the case. Players who change the group were trying to pur-
suit their own rules and play along, while others were confused. This game 
teaches one thing: each group may have its own rules. One believes the rules are 
the same and plays the best she/he can, but it is not enough, since he/she did not 
bother to ask about the rules. The manager can ask his team members many 
times: talk to people with whom you are going to customer what are the rules in 
case of this client and your relation, what are the expectations. Notwithstanding, 
not many pay attention to words. This game teaches it in a simple way. Since it 
was also creative and out of the box, each player remembers it and a chance that 
rule of asking and communicating, clearing the expectation, will be applied is 
higher. 
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Another game used broadly as a trick in business is the marshmallow 
challenge. Each team is given limited resources: eight minutes, one marshmal-
low, one yard of tape, one yard of string and 20 sticks of spaghetti. The task is 
to create a tower. This challenge shows that kids from kindergarten are better 
than MBA students or long-time managers. Why? Because this challenge is all 
about creativity and innovation. It is also recommended when one wants to 
bring a new point of view to the team and shows that structure and a well-
planned project is not always the best and sometimes it is wise to bring some-
thing new to an ordinary task or a problem that should be handled by the team. 
A structured way of thinking and the lack of creativity is not only boring, but 
also common in big companies where there are rules and guidance for every-
thing, except for solving unusual/atypical problems. It also happens to people 
who work in the same position for a long time. 

 
8.3.3. Case study #3: competition and game elements 

 
As it was mentioned, people are not motivated to work, which leads to 

poor performance. Implementation of game elements may solve that problem 
since it brings something new, social and fun.  

An experiment, or one should say a gamified project, took place in one of 
the sales team: a huge map was hung in the main room. Each sales person had 
his/her own color of the flag that could be put on the map after meeting with the 
customer. The sales people quickly stopped thinking about these visits as a sad 
duty, but as a fun way of competing and taking over the map in order to show 
the others how good they are, as well as be transparent and recognized [9]. Of 
course, that is not the best example, because the number of meetings has noth-
ing to do with the quality of them or deals made. It may also cause miscommu-
nication or conflicts in the company. However, it worked. More meetings oc-
curred since the map project was implemented/introduced.  

By using such simple drivers as competition, managers decided to moti-
vate their own teams to reporting. The goal was simple: which national team 
adds more opportunities and tasks to the system (SalesForce), wins. Weekly 
results were provided by emails. Leaderboard was transparent, rules were clear. 
Again, value won over quality. Game designers, or the ones who create 
gamified systems, presume people act in good faith. No doubts winning with 
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other national group is a good faith especially that one firstly think I am from 
this place, I’m local and there are the Others. Then another thought is that we all 
work in one company for that company. Either way gamers sometimes want to 
play the system. Animal instinct and competition took over. However, one of 
the outcomes of this competition was that the tool, SalesForce was known 
broader and people learnt how to use it. Without this gamified structure em-
ployees would probably procrastinate and learn this application later and not 
that well. However, if competition is the only mechanism used and there is no 
bigger picture, people simply get bored as well. There must be a higher goal to 
achieve to keep them performing. Shortly, competition is a short-term, very 
short-term, solution.  

Another used game element is recognition. It may be as simple as “the 
employee of the month” board or prizes for the best talents, ideas that are very 
popular especially in American companies, and have been well-known for 
years. What underlies it is that all of us like to be recognized and appreciated. 
One often laughs at “shake hands with the CEO” but then it is rather jealousy 
than underestimating this handshaking, especially in large companies where the 
CEO often does not know his/her employees by name, only because there are 
too many of them. 

Small tasks, challenges, feedback – this can also drive people to activities 
and motivate them. This is also the answer to problems that managers face now-
adays. Another example is an actual competition. In Hewlett Poland partners 
account managers (PAM) were invited to a small performance. Each of them 
drew lots with a technical issue that had to be explained to the jury. PAMs are 
the first point of contact for partners and should be able to answer also technical 
questions or present the company’s portfolio. It was arranged as a funny contest, 
but showed them that they should spend some time on learning, either with 
company’s internal tool, HP University, or by asking a technical consultant for 
help and explanation. It was more motivational than a lost deal, because others 
saw the performance and the feedback was clear. While losing a customer or 
business is not that transparent, and may be the cause of some not fully trans-
parent factors (like friend of a client’s friend works for competition). 
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8.3.4. Case study #4: fun and relax 
 

A case of blizday ending in the Prague’s hub was described above. Man-
agers, or CEOs, or MDs, shortly the ones who make decisions, often forget how 
blessed fun is. Putting it broader: people chasing daily activities forget to relax 
and restart. Fun brings people together. It is also a great way to handle stress. 
Silly tasks, a party, doing something together may have great outcomes for the 
team work.  

Utilization of the companies’ budget for integration is every year higher. 
This is a growing market and many event agencies took that chance. It is not 
important what the group does as long as they do it together. It is an extra bene-
fit for employees. It is also a chance to bring company closer to its partners. A 
better understanding of that group is needed for well-structured communication 
and products. Only knowing one’s way of thinking, a sales person can find a 
solution to their needs. In sales work, interaction and networking is the most 
important part of the job. All of that is caused by socialization and lack of for-
mality. Moreover, nowadays more and more companies design playrooms, go-
ing after the example of Google, or a football table to give employees an excuse 
to relax, sometimes a short game is better than coffee and boosts morale. Doing 
something extraordinary also wakes parts of one’s brains and helps to stay 
young.  

However, a simple fun activity, the one that may be enjoyed by everyone, 
stand up joking or dancing is often, some silly task underestimated. It costs 
nothing but a few brave people and can bring laughter. Using an extreme exam-
ple, laughter and relaxation were valued more in the past before we forgot how 
to do it and were brought even to funerals were people actually danced and 
joked for the sake of family in grief.  

8.4. Conclusions 

People are the most expensive part of every organization. They are also 
the most valuable assets. However, managing diverse, talented group is not 
easy. It comes down to gender diversity, age and experience. All of that brings 
an extra mile to the team. Studies show that gender diverse groups are better at 
handling crises, have higher income and are better at communication. Age di-
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versity serves in more problem solving mindset, and with age comes experi-
ence, which helps to apply a new approach. The team may not have much in 
common. However, what all people have in common is play that is present in 
their lives. 

Through the fun one can reduce stress and, what is more important, moti-
vate his/her own team and teach them thinking outside the box. Furthermore, 
games may bring people closer and improve communication in the company. 
There is no other way to be innovative and productive than by mutual support 
and help. Bringing play to work teaches new skills and makes work more fun, 
more joyful. Thanks to that, employees are more loyal to the company and want 
to devote more time to its success. Change in one’s mindset is in an idea that 
company is not about a structure but about people, and play helps to understand 
it. It should not be forgotten that using game elements like clear rules, transpar-
ency and feedback provides employees with something they need to be produc-
tive. Marta Gruszecka in her article “How to play to engage” explains in more 
details what companies can gain by using game elements: the knowledge of 
employees’ and partners preferences, clear leaderboards always on hand and a 
variety of rankings, better motivation, higher revenue, better educated workers, 
invaluable tools for communication with the target audience, better communica-
tion in the work environment [6]. Putting is shortly: game elements are simply 
the answer to employees’ needs. 

Gamification is the creation of the world, where people are better, more 
motivated, where they help each other to be more productive. It is a perfect 
well-designed workplace. It does not solve all of the world’s problems. Howev-
er, it may solve most of managers’ problems in leading people. Even though 
more and more companies decide to invest in role playing, games or gamified 
programs, it is still something new. Doing something new, going out of comfort 
zone or being forerunner is never easy, and it takes courage. However, not using 
it is acting against your own people and your own success. It is not about com-
pany’s revenue, but about making people more content and, not to be trivial, 
happier in their lives. It is a false belief that employees are motivated by money. 
More often, especially in the case of younger generations, the atmosphere and 
people drive the company. Managers have tools and now it is time to use them. 
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